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Abstract

The games industry is growing worldwide, eclipsing the global �lm industry as

a premier entertainment solution. The development of a commercial game is a

complex, lengthy, and costly process, and increasing amounts of resources are

required to build a successful game as technology improves. To this end, qual-

ity assurance (QA) is critical for producing high-quality games that are fun and

reasonably defect-free. Existing work in QA for games describes game develop-

ment methodologies and testing approaches, goals, and automation, but do not

address the disparate contexts of independent (indie) and non-indie game devel-

opment. Indie developers have limited access to funding and resources compared

to their non-indie counterparts, which makes achieving a similar quality of QA

di�cult. Yet, indie games make up the lion’s share of newly released games each

year. Therefore, we want to empower indie developers by maximizing their QA

opportunities within their resource constraints.

In this study, we survey 19 game developers who have experience with com-

mercially released games to learn about their QA experiences and perspectives

based on 22 of their released game projects. We compare responses about indie

and non-indie projects regarding test performance, planning, goals, automation,

tools, results, and resources to �nd key di�erences in practices, goals, and needs

between them. We present our �ndings on the major di�erences in game testing

and automation between indies and non-indies, including indies having less clear

goals and plans for testing, performing tests on a conditional basis over a regular
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testing schedule, and having subjective test results which are open to interpre-

tation. We also discuss issues of culture and management that respondents raise

in their open-ended answers. Based on our �ndings, we present recommenda-

tions for each area of testing to improve quality assurance practices for resource-

constrained game developers.
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Preface

We plan to publish the details and �ndings of our survey in the future.

The survey in this study, "Quality Assurance Practices, Goals, and Needs in

Game Development", was approved through the University of Alberta Research

Ethics Board for human studies, ID# Pro00108719, 25 Jan 2021.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The games industry is constantly growing worldwide, being worth over $150B USD

in 2020 and $180B USD in 2021 [19], a sharp rise compared to its total worth of un-

der $8B USD in 2000 and under $20B USD in 2009 [42]. Games are a premier enter-

tainment industry which out-earned the global �lm industry and North American

sports industries combined in 2020 [102], fuelled in part by the COVID-19 pan-

demic environment which saw a need for accessible and engaging entertainment

at home and the ability to connect with others virtually. Games also serve impor-

tant societal and educational functions—74% of parents in the United States play

video games with their children at least once a week, and 80% of Americans be-

lieve that games are educational [1]. Despite some arguments to the contrary [27],

games are also largely considered to be an art form, with selected video games hav-

ing been curated and displayed at the Smithsonian American Art Museum [88] and

the Museum of Modern Art [78]. In short, video games are no longer the niche

that they once were; they are a global industry with wide reach and social impact.

The design and development of commercial games is a complex, lengthy, and

costly process that continues to increase in complexity, development duration,

and cost with new developments in the state of the art [84]. A former Sony CEO

estimated the rise in cost for a blockbuster PlayStation console game from $100M

per title for the PlayStation 4 to $200M per title for the PlayStation 5 [73]. Given

these rising costs, game studios are under pressure to maximize their return on

investment and minimize unnecessary or unforeseen costs. Quality Assurance

(QA) and testing is one aspect of development that game studios can leverage to
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increase e�ciency and decrease potential downstream costs. Bugs and defects

in software are costlier to �x the later they are discovered in the development

cycle; �xing a bug found in testing can be 15 times more costly than if it had

been found while it was in design [21], [67]. It is then in the developers’ best

interests for bugs to be detected and corrected as early in the process as possible.

While blockbuster—so-called “AAA”—games and studios have millions in funding,

specialized teams focused on speci�c aspects of the game, and dedicated QA teams

for testing with software and hardware infrastructure provided for them, smaller

independent (i.e., “indie”) studios have major resource constraints that limit their

QA abilities. For example, they may be a small team without the �nances to hire

QA testers, lack the variety of hardware required for full coverage of con�guration

testing, or not have the pro�ciency or time to employ testing methodologies or

tools which could increase e�ciency and e�ectiveness.

Although they have fewer resources, indie games are an important pillar of

the gaming industry. Due to di�ering de�nitions of what comprises an indie game

or studio, there are no universally agreed-upon statistics on indie vs. non-indie

development. By way of illustration, on Steam [82], the leading digital PC game

storefront, indie games account for over 95% of all titles listed, under 40% of units

sold, and 28% of revenues [29]. However, despite the size and importance of the

games industry and the value of early detection and correction of game defects,

there remains a lack of academic research on game development and testing as a

discipline of software engineering. Additionally, QA in the games industry con-

tinues to be the subject of debate and stigma, with QA testers being looked down

upon as unskilled labor, receiving low pay, and having low job security [46] [72].

In this thesis, we seek to examine the current practices, goals, and needs of

commercial game developers to identify how we can improve quality assurance

practices and tools for resource-constrained game developers. In particular, we

are trying to answer the following research questions:

RQ1 : What are the most signi�cant di�erences in game testing between indie

and non-indie developers?
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RQ2 : How much automated or scripted testing do indie developers used com-

pared to non-indie developers, and what are the biggest pain points for au-

tomation?

RQ3 : Where should indie developers focus their testing e�orts and allocate their

testing resources to maximize their return on investment?

The major contribution of this thesis is a review of the current practices, goals,

and needs of commercial indie game developers, which we achieve through an

anonymous online survey of 19 game developers who detailed their previous ex-

periences with QA on 22 commercially-released game projects. To our knowledge,

this is the �rst study speci�cally examining the di�erences in testing practices, pri-

orities, and tools between indie and non-indie game development. This survey will

be the focus of the thesis.

To answer our research questions, we conduct a review of the current litera-

ture relating to testing in games as well as di�erences between indie and non-indie

game development, which we discuss in Chapter 2. We also explain key terms and

concepts related to the thesis in this chapter to provide further background on the

wide range of practices in commercial game development. Based on our �ndings

in the literature, we create an online survey to solicit developer retrospectives of

commercially released games focusing on seven primary areas of interest: test per-

formance, test planning, testing goals, test automation, testing tools, test results,

and testing resources. We compare the feedback we receive between indie and

non-indie projects to address our research questions.

We �rst conduct an initial pilot survey to validate the survey and the ratio-

nale behind its structure and questions, which we discuss in Chapter ??. We then

review our takeaways from the pilot and the feedback that we receive from pi-

lot participants. The full text of the pilot survey is available in Appendix A. In

Chapter 3, we discuss the full game testing survey that we deployed online. We

�rst lay out the survey design, focusing on what we changed based on the pilot

survey, then discuss our methodology for processing and analyzing the collected

data. We conduct both quantitative and qualitative analyses on the responses to
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gain as much insight into our research questions as we can. The text of the game

testing survey is available in Appendix B.

We present our analyses of the results in Chapter 4, starting with the demo-

graphics of the respondents and an overview of the game projects received. We

detail our �ndings from the quantitative and qualitative analyses as well as key

takeaways from the data. We discuss the results in more detail, along with their

implications and potential shortcomings in Chapter 5. Finally, Chapter 6 contains

a summary of the thesis and potential avenues of future research. Artifacts for this

study consist of the survey questions, anonymized answers, and analysis results,

which are available in the appendix and online [18].
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Chapter 2

Background

This chapter presents background information on commercial game development

and testing. We introduce terms and concepts important to the industry and re-

peated throughout this thesis, and provide an overview of the prior work inform-

ing our study.

2.1 Game Development

Video games may be categorized in many di�erent ways. They may be broken

down by the hardware used to play them, such as PC and consoles; their graphics

and artistic representation, such as pixel-art or 3D; the game mechanics and con-

ventions they contain, broadly described as game genres, such as platformers or

�rst-person shooters; the number and connection of players, such as single-player

or online multiplayer; and many more. Some of these categories are well-de�ned

and widely known, whereas others are loosely de�ned and have con�icting inter-

pretations. In this section, we clarify our usage of some common terms.

One major category used in games is the type or scope of a game, which are of-

ten referred to as “AAA”, “AA”, or “indie”. AAA games represent major blockbuster

games—usually, well-known titles from high-pro�le game studios with massive

budgets—whereas AA games are big games from stable studios that do not have

the reach, marketing, and development power for a AAA game. Indie games are

generally from smaller studios that do not have access to as many resources, and

lack publishing and marketing support. There are no clear industry de�nitions
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Table 2.1: Guidelines for classifying project types.
Classi�cation Team Size Budget Development Time

Indie 1–49 < $1M USD 1–2 Years
AA 50–99 $1–10M USD 2–4 Years
AAA >= 100 > $10M USD >= 4 Years

on what makes a game indie or not [100], and even broadly accepted conventions

have obvious exceptions. The two primary conventions of indie games are �nan-

cial independence and creative independence. For �nancial independence, people

generally consider a game to be indie if it is developed without major funding or

publisher support, with the developers shouldering the bulk of development costs

or crowdfunding the project. For creative independence, people generally con-

sider a game to be indie if it is developed without external oversight or control

with respect to the game content and direction [58].

However, there are famous indie games that are not �nancially or creatively

independent. For example, the game Journey from the humorously-named stu-

dio thatgamecompany is classi�ed as “Indie” on Steam [36] and Wikipedia [37]

although it had funding and publishing support from Sony Computer Entertain-

ment. A recent indie publishing contract made public [99] shows how prevalent

and exploitative such contracts are—including a clause where, should there be

disagreement over the game’s direction, the publisher can unilaterally bring in a

third-party developer to create their vision of the game at the indie developer’s ex-

pense. Additionally, there are categorizations outside of these three scopes, such as

“AAA+” games, which emerged in the 2010s to describe games with ongoing mon-

etization, such as massive multiplayer online games or Games-as-a-Service (GaaS)

approaches that involve recurring subscriptions. “III” applies to indie games that

have budgets and game sizes comparable to AAA games. However, these terms

are still less used than indie, AA, and AAA classi�cations.

For the purposes of our study, we ask respondents to classify games as AAA,

AA, or indie according to three factors: the size of the team, the project budget,

and the length of development. Table 4.5 lists the ranges we gave as guidance for

classi�cation, where a game should meet at least two of the criteria in the row
6



to be so classi�ed. For example, a game made by 20 developers with a $5M USD

budget in two years would be considered Indie. If a game did not �t two criteria,

respondents were asked to use their best judgment in classi�cation. We chose

these levels based on the levels of di�erent games and studios popularly thought

to be indie, AA, or AAA, with the understanding that these are not strict de�nitions

but rough guidelines [83]. Since our goal is to focus on games and studios with

resource constraints, it is suitable for our purposes that the indie classi�cation

necessarily means the fewest resources in terms of team members, funding, and

time.

While AAA and AA games are commercial endeavors with large budgets and

marketing e�orts, indie games can be commercial or non-commercial. For exam-

ple, Digital: A Love Story [44] is a non-commercial indie game released for free

that gained thousands of fans and critical success [45]. Our study focuses speci�-

cally on commercial games to be directly comparable to commercial AAA and AA

games, as non-commercial games do not have the same requirements, costs, or

considerations, especially for quality assurance.

2.2 Game Testing

The goal of quality assurance for games is to minimize the number and impact of

bugs, defects, and other unwanted behaviors or artifacts that make it to the release

product. It can take many forms depending on the game, studio, and resources. In

this section, we cover a non-exhaustive list of common types of testing in games,

all of which have been mentioned in the survey responses.

Many types of testing that are done for games mirror the types of testing done

for general software development. For terms that are relatively well-known in the

general software development �eld, such as build veri�cation tests, integration

tests, regression tests, smoke tests, stress tests, unit tests, and user experience

(UX) tests, we do not provide de�nitions in this section. Other tests in this section

may not be speci�c to the games industry but may have particular considerations

or implications for games.
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Alpha tests encompass every feature and their expected behaviors and may be

a combination of manual and automated tests. They are usually the largest suite of

tests and are conducted periodically, including before major releases. If the game

supports multiple platforms, there is a series of alpha tests for each platform.

Balance tests are done to ensure that the game mechanics work well with each

other over the course of gameplay and present a game with meaningful player

choices and resource management.

Boundary tests refer to testing interactions between systems at boundary val-

ues, but in games can also refer to testing the limits of the game space and ensuring

that players cannot cross the boundaries meant to con�ne them to a certain space.

Combat tests are done on games with heavy combat mechanics to ensure that

combat interactions function as expected; this can be a combination of many other

types of tests applied to the combat portions of the game. This can include testing

animations, hitboxes, boundaries, damage, health, balance, and more.

Core and Critical Path tests are like their general software development coun-

terpart in that they test the most important features and functions that the ma-

jority of users will use most frequently. For games, this primarily involves testing

the main game path and progression, if there is one, including any branching and

multiple endings that may be possible. This is related to Progression tests which

test for game progression regardless of whether it is on the core path.

Compliance and Certi�cation tests are done to ensure that the game meets com-

pliance or certi�cation requirements for a release platform or console. Game stores

and consoles have stringent QA requirements and standards that, if not met, could

end in the game’s rejection. Testing for compliance with ratings boards, such as

Entertainment Software Rating Board (ESRB), are also in this category.

Con�guration and Compatibility tests involve testing the game with di�erent

combinations of software and hardware to ensure compatibility and operation.

For games, this includes testing with di�erent processors, graphics cards, memory,

peripherals, console versions, controllers, and more.

Experiential tests collect feedback on how the game feels to play to validate

player-focused design. These tests have less to do with functionality and mechan-
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ics and more to do with player perception and emotion during gameplay.

Greybox tests can have similar meanings to general software development (i.e.,

testing with partial knowledge of internal systems) but can also mean testing of

intended game design and mechanics using quick, low-�delity placeholder assets.

For example, a developer might test a platformer game concept using simple boxes

for platforms, obstacles, and characters to prove the concept prior to spending time

creating and implementing polished assets.

Playtests involve playing through the game in part or in whole as a player

would. They are one of the most important and frequently performed tests in

game development. This is where a large amount of exploratory or ad-hoc testing

occurs.

Soak tests refer to leaving the game running over long periods of time in dif-

ferent states, which can detect unwanted behaviors, memory leaks, and other rare

conditions.

While not a type of test in itself, Embedded testing refers to when QA testers

are located with the development teams, versus Non-embedded testing where QA

testers are separate from the rest of the team.

2.3 Literature Review

2.3.1 Game Development Methodologies

We �rst want to understand the environment in which game developers work,

starting with their development methodologies. Some methodologies, such as test-

driven development (TDD) specify philosophies and approaches to QA; others in-

directly a�ect testing priorities and plans.

An analysis of 20 game post-mortems by Politowski et al. [61] �nd that itera-

tive, agile processes are becoming more commonplace in game development, with

55% of respondents using iterative processes, but that these methodologies are not

always properly applied or understood. McKenzie et al. [50] interview 10 game

studios from New Zealand about their development methodologies and �nd that

all of them use Scrum, half use Kanban, and one-third use feature-driven develop-
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ment (FDD), though studios unknowingly overestimate their adherence to Scrum

principles in practice. Musil et al. [54] survey 13 studios in Austria and �nd similar

results in studios using agile methodologies, primarily Scrum; they also �nd that

only 30.8% of studios use automated testing, and that while all surveyed studios

conduct testing in-house, major studios outsourc QA, particularly to their publish-

ers.

2.3.2 General Software Development vs. GameDevelopment

Since agile approaches are also mainstream in general software development, we

compare it to game development to �nd key di�erences in goals and methodolo-

gies. We want to know whether research on testing in software development could

be transferrable to testing in games.

Murphy-Hill et al. [53] conduct qualitative interviews with 14 participants

who have experience with both game development and general software devel-

opment experience to identify major di�erences, then validate them with a quan-

titative survey of 364 developers at Microsoft across game and non-game depart-

ments. They �nd that practices used in software engineering are not well-suited

for games, primarily because the goal of game development is fun, which is highly

subjective and di�cult to form objective requirements around. They note little

reuse of tools and code between games since games need project-speci�c perfor-

mance tuning, and low use of automation due to its cost and fragility to frequent

changes.

These �ndings are con�rmed by Politowski et al. [63], who conduct a review

of 96 academic papers as well as gray literature (i.e., post-mortems, game develop-

ment conferences, web articles) on QA for games. They �nd that game testing is

focused on the player experience rather than functional accuracy, game require-

ments are di�erent from general software requirements, code is not often reused

between games, and there is not much low-level testing or automation. They also

�nd in the gray literature that developers feel there is insu�cient testing overall

and that they have di�culty setting up testing tools.
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2.3.3 Testing in Games

Understanding that there are fundamental di�erences in requirements and prac-

tices for game testing, we next drill deeper into what game developers test and

how in order to understand the core activities involving game testers.

Politowski et al. [64] analyze 927 problems from 200 post-mortems from games

between 1997 to 2019 that they divide into 20 categories. From the testing category,

the most mentioned issues are insu�cient test coverage and issues with process

and testing plans, followed by speci�c project requirements and a scope too large

to properly test. The postmortems mention playtesting but not unit or integration

tests or automated testing.

Kasurinen and Smolander [40] conduct semi-structured interviews with 27 game

developers from southeast Finland to �nd out what and how game developers test

their products. They apply grounded theory to their interviews and �nd three

main categories for testing: game mechanics, encompassing the game’s rules, bal-

ance between features, and overall design; technical aspects, such as functionality

and stability of the software; and user experience, focusing on the fun of the game,

player impressions, and overall satisfaction with the game. The developers they

interviewed state that user experience testing is the most important piece, and that

they consider themselves to be creatives, not software engineers.

Marklund et al. [48] review 48 papers published between 2006 and 2016 and

�nd game development as a discipline to be chaotic with no standard methods

or practices shared between all studios. They �nd that playtesting is critical at

every stage of the development process, but that features being open to change

throughout all of development often leads to feature creep.

2.3.4 Bugs in Games

We also examined papers discussing video game bugs to understand the kinds of

bugs that game developers regularly encountered, and what kinds of defects are

possible in games that may not exist in most general software development.

Lewis et al. [43] present a taxonomy of video game bugs formed from videos of

game issues uploaded to YouTube. They present two major categories, temporal
11



and non-temporal bugs, where a non-temporal bug can be identi�ed as a bug at any

point in time but a temporal bug requires past context in order to determine that it

is faulty. Examples of non-temporal issues include misbehaving AI agents and lack

of required information; examples of temporal issues include invalid positioning

over time and unwanted event interruptions.

Truelove et al. [91] expand upon this taxonomy by analyzing 12,122 bug�xes

from 30 popular Steam games and collating their frequency. The most frequently

recurring bugs they saw are game crashes, graphical bugs, and triggered event

bugs; the most severe bugs are game crashes, object persistence, and triggered

events. Through a survey of 47 game developers, they identi�ed the major issues

with game testing as a lack of certain kinds of testing (automated, integration,

cross-platform), inadequate testing, reproducing bugs, and code quality.

2.3.5 Automated Testing in Games

We also want to look speci�cally at automation for testing in games. Automa-

tion is mentioned in most of the papers that we reviewed, but does not appear to

be widely used or understood. As one of the major problems with game QA is re-

source constraints and endless brute-force manual testing, automation is an attrac-

tive potential solution for tedious and lengthy tests, especially for teams without

the resources to hire dedicated testers.

Politowski et al. [62] perform a literature review of 166 papers on game test-

ing automation from 2004 to 2021, and conduct a survey using the seven most

promising automated testing methods from the literature to assess their desirabil-

ity, viability, and feasibility. While they are not able to draw conclusions from the

data, some concerns raised by respondents include the amount of data and time

required to train AI agents and the cost of setting up the process from the ground

up. Respondents state that they want automated testing tools that are easy to

maintain and not speci�c to the game being tested, but think that the majority of

game testing will still be manual in 10 years.

In a comprehensive literature review and classi�cation of automated game test-

ing methods, Albaghajati and Ahmed [3] identify �ve primary categories of auto-
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mated tests: search-based, goal-directed, human-like, scenario-based, and model-

based, as well as the primary testing goals for each type. They discuss a number

of shortcomings in the �eld, including a lack of automated methods to verify pro-

cedurally generated content, di�culties in avoiding agent bias for certain genres,

and game testing examples having limited state space complexity, such as tile-

matching games. As their study is current and comprehensive, we review some of

their insights below.

Search-based algorithms explore the state space of a game and analyze states

according to predetermined criteria. These algorithms include evolutionary al-

gorithms, such as genetic algorithms [15], [30], [68], [85] and graph-based algo-

rithms, such as Monte Carlo tree search (MCTS) [33], [41], [51], [109]. They are

best suited for testing exploration, reachability, and survivability. However, �nd-

ing the best �tness agent for evolutionary algorithms could be time-consuming,

and the representations of game state space are limited.

Goal-directed approaches de�ne policies, rewards, and penalties to induce the

agent to behave in desirable ways according to prede�ned objectives. There are

reinforcement learning implementations that are used for playtesting, balancing,

and level design [8], [55], [60], [75]. Some specialized heuristic solutions are highly

performant and e�ective at identifying faulty states and balance issues [35], [76],

[77]. Training reinforcement learning agents is time-consuming and better-suited

to particular genres, whereas specialized heuristics approaches are generally sub-

jective and speci�c to the game being tested.

Human-like approaches are made to mimic human play, used for testing as-

pects such as emotional response, curiosity, and aggressiveness. Machine learn-

ing approaches primarily use player data for agent training and are used to �nd

gameplay �aws, identify game control issues, and train game AI [10], [32], [59],

[79], [80], [108]. Limitations of this method include a lack of player data and the

space complexity of the game which would a�ect agent performance. MCTS-based

implementations of humanlike play are used for playtesting and balance, but are

di�cult to generalize to other games [4], [5], [22], [52], [81].

Scenario-based approaches use sequences of actions from recorded human ac-
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tions or game simulations to perform tests. Recorded actions include recording

and playing back game events in order, or capturing and replaying user inputs to

test the game automatically; these solutions are di�cult to generalize and fragile

to level updates [14], [57]. Simulations use the game’s grammar and virtual maps

to automatically test de�ned scenarios [16], [17], [38].

Model-based approaches turn the game into abstract representations in order

to verify sequences of events. Some approaches use petri nets to verify errors,

check counterexamples, and identify deadlocks, but are dependent on scene-based

games and the underlying engine [66], [103]. Other approaches use Uni�ed Mod-

eling Language (UML) to create state machine models and testcases, but require

software engineering knowledge and proper UML modeling for games in order to

be useful [34], [70].

These studies also note that automated testing in games is recently rising in

popularity, with the number of articles published about the subject increasing as of

2017. Despite a slight drop in articles in 2020, we are hopeful that more novel meth-

ods of automated testing that are easier to set up and use for resource-constrained

projects will become available over time.

2.4 Summary

In this chapter, we introduced key terms and concepts–such as indie, AA, and AAA

game development–and explained selected types of tests important to games. We

provided an overview of relevant literature concerning QA for games, including

studies of game development methodologies, di�erences between game develop-

ment and general software development, how testing is performed for games and

what is tested, and what kinds of bugs are frequently encountered. We also looked

at the state of applicable automated testing methods, their strengths and draw-

backs, and recently rising popularity.
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Chapter 3

Game Testing Survey

To answer our research questions and gather information on the state of testing

for indie quality assurance, we conduct an online survey of commercial game de-

velopers. This chapter discusses the survey layout and rationale, how it changed

through pilot testing, and the methodology we use to analyze the results.

3.1 Study Design

We use SurveyMonkey [89] to create our survey and deploy it online. It consists

of two sections: respondent information and project-based responses.

3.1.1 Respondent Information

This section of the survey is concerned with the respondent’s information and

consent, eligibility, and demographics.

Information and Consent

Respondents are shown the information and consent page upon visiting the sur-

vey. It displays all of the consent and ethics information, including a downloadable

PDF version of all of the information shown. We gather explicit consent from the

participant in order to continue.

Eligibility

Eligible participants for this survey have (1) at least two years’ experience in com-

mercial game development in the past ten years, and (2) worked for at least one
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year on a game that was commercially released. We select these criteria to restrict

responses to the domain of commercial games, because the dynamics of hobbyist

or amateur games have di�erent considerations. Since our goal is to help develop-

ers who want to sustain themselves in the profession of game development, our

focus is on commercial and released projects.

We specify two years of experience in commercial game development to select

participants who have enough time in the industry to potentially observe di�erent

teams, projects, project management styles, and leadership styles, and to develop

skills in their respective �elds to be able to o�er thoughtful rationale behind their

responses. We choose a minimum of one year of experience on a game that was

commercially released to di�erentiate from the general commercial game develop-

ment requirement, as working on a commercially released game and understand-

ing release management and post-release support leads to speci�c pressures and

stressors not experienced on non-released commercial games.

Only participants who indicate that they meet both eligibility criteria continue

on to the next section; one or more “No” responses results in disquali�cation.

Demographics

After con�rming consent and eligibility, we request some simple demographic data

from respondents. We ask them how long they have been active in the games

industry, what roles they have previously held, and how many years of indie, AA,

and AAA game development experience they have.

These questions are used to con�rm eligibility requirements, to gain a sense of

how much experience respondents have, and how di�erent experiences may a�ect

respondents’ views and priorities. We want to ensure a good mix of experiences

to capture a diversity of opinions, as priorities and procedures can di�er vastly

between studios or even between products at the same studio.

The groups of roles for past experience are chosen for the following consider-

ations:

• Developer, Programmer, Engineer (“Dev”): technical roles concerned with im-

plementing the features of the game; usually most involved with the imple-
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mentation and technical details

• Quality Assurance, Tester (“QA”): dedicated testing roles; usually most in-

volved with testing and test documentation tasks

• Team Lead, Producer, Project Manager (“Lead”): supervisory and manage-

ment roles with input into production planning, prioritization, and feature

inclusion; usually have say over what makes it into the �nal game and what

gets cut

• GameDesigner, Level Designer, GameplayDesigner, Product Owner (“Designer”):

design and management roles with input into feature details, intended game

aesthetics and gamefeel; usually have say over how features and content

should behave and feel

• Other

3.1.2 Project-Based Responses

Following the respondent information section, we ask participants to provide re-

sponses pertaining to one commercial game project with which they have at least

one year of development experience. We require respondents to provide responses

for at least one project, but they could optionally provide responses for up to three

projects.

The project-based responses begin by collecting project information. There are

seven main parts for gathering quality assurance data, organized by topic: test per-

formance, test planning, testing goals, test automation, testing tools, test results,

and testing resources. These categories are chosen based on our survey of existing

literature, experience in the games industry, and our research questions. Each of

these sections contains one open-ended question followed by a series of prompts

to be answered on a Likert-like scale. Respondents could optionally provide addi-

tional information for the project at the end of the project-based responses in an

open-ended text �eld.
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Project Information

For project information, we ask participants to choose any nickname or codename

they would like to refer to the project and specify that it does not have to be the

name of the game itself for anonymity purposes. This is to make ease of reference

easier on survey questions and to be clear which project we are asking about for

participants who provide responses for more than one game project. We ask re-

spondents to classify the game as indie, AA, or AAA; what their primary and other

roles on the project were; the game engine that was used; the length of time they

worked on the project; the size of the project team; approximate budget; publisher

support; and length of overall development. These are gathered for statistical pur-

poses and to understand the context of the responses.

Test Performance

In this section, we ask an open-ended text question asking respondents to describe

how testing was performed on the project - what steps were taken for testing, who

performed the tests, and when/how often testing was performed. We give eight

prompts to be answered on a Likert-like scale where we ask respondents to rate

their agreement with the given statements about testing procedures. These include

questions about the types of tests that were run, whether testing tools were third-

party or developed in-house, whether there was a dedicated QA team, and how

much agency the team had in the testing process.

Test Planning

Here, we ask respondents about who made the test plans, how, and when in the

open-ended text prompt. The rating prompts probe into what department gener-

ally set priorities, how well the test plan was known and available to everyone,

and whether those plans were generally followed.

Testing Goals

For goals, we want to see how well the processes described by respondents align

with their actual goals for testing. We ask what the goals were and how their test-
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ing process met those goals or fell short of them. The rating prompts dig deeper

into the frequency of testing by various goals, such as systems veri�cation, func-

tional testing, player experience testing, as well as the perceived subjectivity of

testing results.

Test Automation

In the automation section, we ask respondents to describe the degree and type

of manual and automated testing they did, with a focus on automation. We also

ask them to specify whether certain aspects or areas of the game were targeted

speci�cally for automated or manual testing to try to gain a better understanding

of where automated testing can be most e�ective. The additional prompts are

about the proportion of automated to manual testing, maintenance of automation,

comparative actionability of the results, and importance of each type of testing.

Testing Tools

We are interested in learning what tools were most popularly used, whether there

is any correlation between tools being used (for example, if the use of one tool is

strongly correlated with the use of another), and the �t of the tools being used. We

ask respondents to list what tools they used, whether they were used in a certain

order, and what the major bene�ts and drawbacks were. For rating agreement, we

prompt respondents about the usability and relevance of the tools they used, the

overlap and interoperability of the tools, and the usability of their outputs.

Test Results

We then focus in on test results and outputs, asking participants about their for-

mat, readability, and usability as well as how the results were used. In the rating

prompts, we ask about speci�c use cases for results for di�erent departments and

the impact the results could have on the overall design and development of the

game.
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Testing Resources

Last but not least, we ask respondents about various testing resources and their

allocation, including human resources, time, funding, and hardware. We want

to know the extent of testing capacity they had on the project compared to how

much they felt they needed, and what resources were most scarce for di�erent

respondents. We also ask whether testers were embedded into development teams

or separate from implementation altogether.

Additional Information

Once the respondent completes all of the sections, they are asked if they want to

provide any additional details for the project as an open text response, and whether

they want to discuss another eligible game project. If the respondent opt to discuss

another game, they are given another set of project-based responses, or prompts

PQ9–PQ34.

There are 10 project information questions and 60 quality assurance prompts

for a total of 70 responses per project-based response set. Including the 8 respon-

dent information questions, respondents answered 78 questions if they provided

information on one project, 148 if they provided information on two projects, or

218 if the provided information on three projects.

3.2 Pilot Survey

Prior to deploying our survey for all respondents, we conduct an initial pilot of

our survey to identify any gaps and �aws. Our goal is to ensure that the ques-

tions and prompts make sense to respondents, the �ow of the survey is logical,

the conditional branching works as expected, and the responses are reasonable to

analyze and interpret. We use the pre�x PQ when discussing questions from the

pilot survey to indicate its source and distinguish it from questions from the full

survey. The full text of the pilot survey can be found in Appendix A.
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Table 3.1: Demographics of pilot survey respondents.
Participant Total Gamedev

Experience Roles Previously Held Indie Gamedev
Experience

AA Gamedev
Experience

AAA Gamedev
Experience

A 2 years Quality Assurance/Game Tester
Team Lead/Producer/Project Manager 3 years 2 years 0 years

B 3 years (None of the Above) 2 years 1 year 1 year

C 2 years Quality Assurance/Game Tester
Team Lead/Producer/Project Manager 0 years 2 years 0 years

Table 3.2: Project information for pilot survey responses.
Participant Project Scope Primary Project

Role Game Engine Project
Involvement

Project
Team Size

Approx. Project
Budget

Publisher
Support

A AA Game Team Lead/Producer/
Project Manager Unreal 4 <= 1 year 50–99 $1–$10MM No

B AAA Game Other - Narrative
Designer Proprietary <= 1 year >= 500 > $10MM Yes, with

Marketing

C AA Game Quality Assurance/
Game Tester Electron 2–3 years 1–49 $1–$10MM Yes, without

Marketing

3.2.1 Pilot Survey Recruitment

We piloted the survey several times ourselves to check for logic, branching �ow,

and mistakes. We also invited 3 game developers (labeled Participants A through

C) from diverse backgrounds to pilot the survey and give us feedback on each ques-

tion as well as the overall �ow and feel of the survey. The diversity of backgrounds

includes gender minority (women, trans men), experiences (AAA, AA, Indie), po-

sitions (QA, Producer, Writer), and game engines (Unreal Engine, Electron/Web,

Proprietary).

The chosen pilot participants are game developers that the author knew from

an undergraduate game development certi�cate program that they took together.

We contacted and recruited them through Discord, an online chat app, and all

three participants completed one pass of the survey for one project each.

3.2.2 Pilot Survey Participants

The 3 pilot survey participants report between 2–3 years of experience in game

development across various scopes and roles. They a�ord a good coverage of po-

tential survey responses and su�cient context and perspective for evaluating the

relevance and e�ectiveness of the survey logic and prompts as shown in Table 3.1.

Table 3.2 shows that each participant submitted 1 project response, totalling
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2 AA and 1 AAA game projects. These projects vary in game engine, team size,

budget, and publisher support. Despite not submitting an indie project for the pilot

survey, the two respondents who have indie development experience (Participants

A and B) provided feedback during the debrief with their indie development expe-

rience also in mind. The author’s own experience with indie game development

was also considered when designing and evaluating the survey.

3.2.3 Pilot Survey Evaluation

During the pilot survey, we were less concerned with the responses themselves

and more concerned with the overall progression, coherence, and relevance of the

survey. All participants were asked to submit as many project-based responses as

practicable, and each participant completed the survey with one project submis-

sion. Due to their limited time in the game industry, they did not have a second

project which quali�ed for inclusion. We tested to ensure that the survey software

functioned as expected for two and three project-based responses as well.

Following the pilot survey completion, we conducted debrie�ng interviews

with each participant, which lasted about 20 minutes on average. Participants were

asked to keep notes as they progressed through the survey with any questions,

concerns, or feedback that they had. Following a verbal debrief in person or via

voice call, the notes that each participant took were also collected digitally for

reference. The feedback collected include:

• De�nitions of Indie, AA, AAA should be repeated wherever they are pre-

sented as choices (e.g., de�nitions given for PQ6 but not PQ10)

• If an “Other” option is available, the respondent should be allowed to specify

the answer with a short text answer (e.g., PQ5)

• Include de�nitions for unit, integration, smoke, and regression tests for PQ20

• For Likert-like responses, there should be an “Unknown” option for cases

where the prompt is applicable but the respondent does not know the answer
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• The list of roles that respondents have held did not account for creative-

focused roles such as Artist, Audio, and Narrative disciplines

• Length of development did not seem like an important factor for determining

the scope of a game project, as the respondent had experience with shorter

AAA games and longer Indie games

• The collection and use of some of the requested information was concern-

ing in terms of being potentially identifying for the individual, such as PQ13

about the game engine used. For projects with in-house engines, this ques-

tion alone could potentially identify the game or franchise; paired with other

information gathered such as the respondent’s primary role, this could iden-

tify individuals

• The open-ended prompts should indicate that the respondent can include as

much or as little information as they see �t

From the information collected on the survey software, Participant A com-

pleted the survey in 28 minutes, Participant B in 37 minutes, and Participant C in

28 minutes. The average time to completion was 31 minutes, which was within the

expected range of 20–40 minutes given by the authors and lower than the 56 min-

utes estimated by SurveyMonkey. Our target for an average response with one

project was 20–30 minutes.

We analyzed the responses on a participant-by-participant basis for consis-

tency within responses as well as on a prompt-by-prompt basis for consistency

between responses. Open-ended text responses ranged between 10–160 words

each, and described a diversity of testing processes, goals, and resources between

the three projects. On Likert-like responses, we looked for the number of N/A re-

sponses entered as an indicator of relevance. Participant A had no N/A responses,

whereas Participant B had 29 and Participant C had two. Upon closer examination,

the reason for the high number of N/A responses for Participant B was due to their

role as a Narrative Designer with minimal involvement in some areas of testing.

They were therefore unable to answer all of the questions in the Test Automation,
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Testing Tools, and Test Results sections due to the speci�c and applied nature of

testing internally on the narrative team, which was done manually with a narrow

range of criteria, such as story development and voiceover bugs.

3.2.4 Intermediate Discussion

All participants have relevant experience with testing in game development across

di�erent roles, project types, game engines, and development processes, with ap-

propriate experience and context to o�er insight. Participant B has less intimate

and technical knowledge of the testing process outside of their domain from their

open-ended text responses as well as a high number of N/A responses. This may

be due to their primary role as a Narrative Designer which is less involved with

the administration and oversight of testing tasks outside of speci�c domain-related

tasks. Another contributing factor may be the massive size of their team with over

500 personnel, increased division of labor, and more compartmentalized informa-

tion. This changed our expectations in responses for the full survey and led to

the inclusion of the “Unknown” response option to account for larger teams and

specialized roles with less knowledge or visibility of testing on other aspects of

the game.

3.3 Survey Updates from Pilot

The updated survey follows the same general layout as the pilot survey with two

major sections: respondent information and project-based responses. Based on

the pilot survey, we added a small section at the end for �nal comments on testing

in video games at large with three open-ended text questions. We pre�x survey

questions with Q to di�erentiate them from the pilot survey’s PQ prompts.

3.3.1 Changes to Respondent Information

In the demographics portion, we update Q5 to include an "Other" option with a

write-in text �eld for any roles we do not explicitly o�er as a choice:

(Q5) Which of the following roles have you previously held in the games industry?
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Select: Developer, Programmer, and/or Engineer; Quality Assurance and/or

Game Tester; Team Lead, Producer, and/or Project Manager; Game Designer,

Level Designer, Gameplay Designer, and/or Product Owner; Other (write-in

text answer)

Additionally, we add the following questions in the demographics portion to

capture additional data:

(Q9) What is your age range? Select: Under 18; 19–24; 25–34; 35–44; 45–54; 55–

65; 65+

(Q10) What country do you currently reside in? Text input answer

3.3.2 Changes to Project-Based Responses

We add the criteria for classifying a project as being Indie, AA, or AAA with rec-

ommended ranges of team size, project budget, and project duration to any ques-

tion dealing with these distinctions instead of only being included in the initial

respondent information page. We update the project information question about

engine usage from What engine did you use for the project? to append If it was a

proprietary engine that you do not want to identify due to privacy reasons, please

enter “Proprietary” for privacy and anonymity purposes.

For each of the seven open-ended text entry responses, the direction Please

be as speci�c and detailed as possible without compromising privacy and anonymity;

you can always obscure details as required if you feel they would be too identifying is

added to the end. This is due to some of the brief, one-sentence responses that we

observed in the pilot study that we want to avoid in this survey. We also add def-

initions for unit, integration, smoke, and regression tests to the Test Performance

questions.

We add an “Unknown” option for each set of Likert-like prompts. Respondents

are able to choose between Strongly Disagree, Somewhat Disagree, Neither Agree nor

Disagree, Somewhat Agree, Strongly Agree, N/A, or Unknown. This option is added

to be able to di�erentiate between items that are not relevant to the project and

items that may be relevant but are unknown to the respondent.
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3.3.3 General Testing

We add this section to the end of the survey from seeing a lack of information

on general testing processes and tools during the pilot, as respondents focused

on project-speci�c experiences without comparing them to the larger state of the

practice. Our aim is to gain insight into larger trends in testing for games and to

elicit more opinionated responses for how developers want testing for games to

change. The three questions we ask are:

(Q88) What has made testing easier or faster for you in the past? Text entry response

(Q89) What are the biggest pain points you have encountered with testing? Text

entry response

(Q90) What changes would you like to make or see for testing for games? Text entry

response

There are 10 project information questions and 60 quality assurance prompts

for a total of 70 responses for project-based response set. Including the 10 re-

spondent information questions and three general testing questions, respondents

answered 83 questions if they provided information on one project, 153 if they pro-

vided information on two projects, or 223 if they provided information on three

projects.

3.3.4 Participant Recruitment

We set out to reach as many game developers with commercial experience as pos-

sible to take the survey. Since we had no guaranteed way of verifying an anony-

mous respondent’s credentials, we used non-probability sampling. We advertised

the survey on social media platforms such as Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, Slack,

and Discord, including public game development-focused groups and communi-

ties. To catch as many game developers as possible regardless of geographic loca-

tion or time zone, we made these social media posts periodically and at varying

times of day. We additionally asked colleagues and industry contacts to invite any
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eligible game developers they knew for snowball sampling. We ensured that the

participants of the survey did not overlap with the participants of the pilot survey.

3.4 Methodology

3.4.1 Data Veri�cation and Grouping

Our �rst step was checking the integrity of the responses we received and us-

ing only valid responses for data analysis. Out of 82 people who began the survey,

21 respondents completed and submitted their responses. We discarded the incom-

plete responses, leaving us with 21 entries, which we examined for completeness

and coherence. We looked through the respondent information to verify that their

responses made sense—checking for obvious responses that were out of range or

answers that contradicted one another. For Likert-like responses, we checked that

participants did not appear to have answered at random or without care, such as

selecting “N/A” or predictable patterns for all questions.

After this check, we removed two responses due to unsuitability. One respon-

dent appeared to be a troll who wrote “You lost me at ‘he/him’, pronouns in bio is

a red �ag.” for every open text response in response to the author including his

pronouns on his social media account. The other respondent did not provide us-

able information with open text responses such as simply “me” for describing the

test planning process and only “Test is performed by other people” as the answer

for �ve other questions. There were other respondents who were unable to an-

swer certain questions for sections of the survey, such as those who did not have

experience with automated testing or those who had no visibility into test plan-

ning processes. This was evidenced by a high number of “N/A” or “Unknown”

responses in these sections. However, we opted to retain these responses as they

were potentially indicative of trends in the industry and their open text responses

provided additional insight into their experiences and opinions.

In the end, we had 19 eligible respondents who submitted a total of 22 accepted

project-based responses, with one respondent submitting 2 projects and one re-

spondent submitting 3 projects. Each respondent was assigned a respondent code
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(R1–R19) and each project was assigned a project code (P1–P22). After process-

ing, the projects were split into two equal groups: indie and non-indie, each with

11 games; we discuss the data organization in more detail in Chapter 5. We used

quantitative analysis for the Likert-like responses and qualitative analysis for the

open text responses to analyze these two groups.

3.4.2 Quantitative Analysis

Our goal in quantitative analysis is to determine where there were statistically

signi�cant di�erences between indie and non-indie testing. We clean up the data

export from SurveyMonkey by transforming the Likert-like data into numerical

values (1 = Strongly Disagree; 2 = Disagree; 3 = Neither Agree nor Disagree; 4 =

Agree; 5 = Strongly Agree) for ease of analysis. We also encode the answers that

are not in the Likert-like range (0 = N/A; -1 = Unknkown) for the purpose of count-

ing how many of these responses we received per respondent and per question.

For each of the Likert-like responses, we calculate the median and range overall

for all responses and within-group for indies and non-indies. We compare the

medians between indie and non-indie responses for each prompt to discover the

magnitude and trend of di�erences between the groups for speci�c items. We also

graph the responses to each prompt by group to examine the distributions. These

distribution graphs can be seen in Figure E.1.

As the distributions are generally non-normal and the sample sizes are small

(n = 11 or fewer in each group), we perform Mann-Whitney U-tests [47], [49] on

each set of responses to look for statistically signi�cant di�erences in distribu-

tions that would illustrate a divergence between indie and non-indie testing. As

N/A and Unknown responses are not relevant for the Mann-Whitney U-test, these

values are omitted from the tests. The Mann-Whitney U-test is a non-parametric

test that determines whether randomly-selected observations from the two popu-

lations being tested are likely to be equal (null hypothesis), or whether one is more

probable to be greater than the other. There are di�ering methods for conducting

the test and reporting its results [9], [20], so we describe our methods here.

We run our tests as two-tailed tests with α = 0.05 to achieve 95% con�-
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dence in our results. In accordance with the asymptotic parameter in the

mannwhitneyu() function from the statistical package we use for the tests [74],

we compare the U-statistic to a normal distribution with corrections for ties in

ranks. We choose this approach because of its applicability to our data; the al-

ternate exact option requires sample sizes smaller than 8 and does not make

corrections for ties in ranks. Our sample sizes are larger than 8 and ties occur of-

ten in our data due to our �ve-item response scale. Bergmann also recommends

using asymptotic approximation for sample sizes greater than 10 or samples con-

taining ties [9]. We report the U-statistic from this test, which is the number of

observations from one group that are greater than observations in the other in

pairwise comparisons of samples. We always use indies as the �rst group, so U

indicates how many indie observations are greater than non-indie observations.

The maximum value of U is the product of sample sizes of the two groups, n1n2,

corresponding to the number of pairwise comparisons, and the closerU is to n1n2,

the more indies agree with the prompt in comparison to non-indies. We also report

f , or the Common Language E�ect Size (CLES) [49], expressed as a proportion of

responses from the �rst group (indies) that are larger than the other. For example,

a CLES of 75% means that in three-quarters of the pairwise comparisons, the indie

value are greater than the non-indie value.

We plot our graphs using thematplotlib Python module and perform the Mann-

Whitney U-tests with the SciPy.stats module. We compute the common language

e�ect sizes manually and con�rm using the Pingouin [98] module.

3.4.3 Qualitative Analysis

Our goal in qualitative analysis is to �nd out what the di�erences between indie

and non-indie testing are and how they di�er. We also want to learn what the

groups had in common in terms of approaches, tasks, and concerns when it comes

to development and testing, and where they are fundamentally dissimilar. For

this, we use Re�exive Thematic Analysis (RTA) [11]–[13] to systematically code

the open-ended text responses, which we gather into themes to analyze trends of

items mentioned and their relationships.
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Re�exive Thematic Analysis Approach

Re�exive thematic analysis is a qualitative analysis method for �nding and ana-

lyzing themes and meanings that exist in the data while remaining cognizant of

the analyst’s role in interpreting it. It is used for several kinds of qualitative data,

including interviews and surveys, and works with datasets of varying sizes. RTA

places less emphasis on accuracy or reliability; unlike other qualitative methods

such as content analysis, it is not the goal of RTA that two researchers produce

the same codes and themes, and no inter-coder reliability measures are used as a

result [13]. Instead, the focus is on a "re�ective and thoughtful engagement with

their data and their re�exive and thoughtful engagement with the analytic pro-

cess" [12]. In other words, RTA acknowledges the researcher as an active partic-

ipant in the process of constructing meaning from the data, and the researcher is

encouraged to apply their domain knowledge and analytical skill through the pro-

cess. As both researchers are long-time fans of video games, and one is an active

commercial indie game developer, we �nd RTA to be the best-suited analysis for

our circumstances. The way we collect the data using open-ended text responses

through an online survey also contributes to this decision, as responses are lim-

ited to what the participant remembered and thought to mention. We are unable

to follow up to ask clarifying or additional questions to respondents, and therefore

treat responses less as a true and complete representation of how games are made

and tested and more as recollections of parts of participants’ speci�c experiences.

The process of re�exive thematic analysis involves a six-phase process. First,

familiarization to become intimately familiar with the data and take initial notes

as relevant. Second, we perform open coding for generating initial codes using

brief but descriptive words and phrases to label parts of the data that are relevant

to the research questions. This must be done in a fair and thorough manner with

all data being given equal consideration. Once coding is complete, we move on to

the third phase, generating themes, by �nding commonalities between codes and

grouping shared meanings together. In reviewing themes, the fourth phase, we

review our themes to check whether they represent the data that comprise them

and properly describe the overall dataset. For the �fth phase, de�ning and naming
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themes, we give names and detailed de�nitions to each of the themes. Producing the

report is the sixth and �nal phase, where the most important �ndings and analyses

are reported along with illustrative extracts from the data. Although these steps

are presented in order, RTA is not a linear process; iteration and recursion can

occur at any phase, such as returning to code generation after reviewing themes

on identifying codes which were not well-suited to the research questions [11],

[12]. We use a recent worked example from one of the authors [13] as a guide for

rigorously applying the process.

For reporting our RTA process and results, we provide literal extracts from

participant responses in “italicized quotation marks” , codes in small caps, and

themes or subthemes in bold text.

Familiarization

We did not need to transcribe the data as responses were given in text format,

but we did collate them separately in an Excel sheet from the rest of the data

grouped by indies and non-indies. We read through all of the open text responses,

highlighting certain key words and phrases from responses that are relevant to

our research questions without formally coding them. This phase gave us a good

idea of the content of the responses and the major items that were discussed. We

read through the entire dataset twice in order to get a good idea of the full extent

of the answers. As we read, we noticed that some responses were short, vague,

or not particularly relevant. For example, some respondents wrote parts of their

responses in imperative voice: “Use Test kits that don’t have the extra memory and

PC con�gurations. Build hardware libraries to shared peripherals, monitor types, and

graphic cards.” We also found that most responses did not prioritize capturing as

much relevant information from the testing process as possible and o�ered brief

insights into speci�c parts of testing. It was through this process that we decided

to only code descriptions of testing experienced on the project, and to code what

was explicitly stated or clearly implied. We did not want to assign meaning that the

respondents may not have intended, such as interpreting the imperative statement

above as a description of how testing was conducted on that project instead of as
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general opinions and recommendations.

Generating Initial Codes

We then performed systematic coding of the text by going through all of the re-

sponses in order and identifying all descriptions and opinions of the respondent’s

experience with any aspect of testing on the project they chose. For our �rst pass,

we coded on a prompt-by-prompt basis, tagging responses from all respondents

for a prompt before moving on to the next prompt. For our second pass for veri�-

cation and standardization, we coded on a respondent-by-respondent basis, coding

all responses from one respondent before moving on to the next respondent. Since

the level of meaning we were looking for was at the phrase level to describe QA

processes, goals, tools, and outcomes, we coded using short phrases that repre-

sented the underlying description. We used an inductive approach to generate

codes from the data itself instead of trying to force any preconceived notions or

existing theoretical frameworks upon them. We were aware that several themes

were suggested by the sections of the survey themselves, and the topical nature of

the questions were likely to arise as themes. To avoid simply grouping responses

into the respective question topic from which they were derived, all codes for all

questions were grouped together during coding so that it was not evident which

question’s response the code came from.

We �rst highlighted all of the key words, phrases, and quotes, expanding upon

the preparatory work done in the prior phase. Then, we summarized each high-

light into its key points. For example, the sentence “We had no funding, so us on

the team just tested it during our ‘dev time’ using our Android devices we already

owned” was coded with no funding for testing, testing done by team on

own time, and used already-owned hardware (Android) for testing. For

speci�c types of tests and tools that were mentioned, we recorded in vivo codes,

or codes formed from the respondents’ own words, to re�ect the actual terminol-

ogy used by respondents. We performed coding separately for both non-indie and

indie groups so that the items described in indie processes did not accidentally end

up in the non-indie group. We performed coding manually using Excel.
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Generating Themes

We then examined the codes to look for similarities and broader themes they may

belong to. We analyzed the indie and non-indie groups separately without as-

suming that the same themes would arise, as di�erences in responses between

the groups may lead to di�erences in themes. We gathered all of the codes that

we identi�ed in the Excel sheet into a mind map software tool as a �at structure

with all of the codes being �rst-order items from the group in question as the root.

We connected related codes, such as one code describing a testing process and

another describing sentiments about that process, with a dotted line to preserve

relationships. We identi�ed similar codes and reorganized them in proximity to

one another; as we noticed commonalities in codes, we created brief headings to

represent those common groupings and moved the relevant codes under them.

We repeated this process until all of the codes were accounted for under a group.

We made the conscious decision in this process to make automation a priority

category as it was one of the primary areas of interest we wanted to analyze for

di�erences between the groups. This meant that if there was a code relating to

goals for automated testing, it was placed into the automation category instead of

the goals category, as automation took priority.

Once all of the codes were categorized, we analyzed codes within each cate-

gory for sub-categories using a similar approach to the initial categorization. We

repeated this process until no more sub-categories could be identi�ed. For exam-

ple, the category Resources included subcategories Human Resources, Hard-

ware, Time, Budget, and Resources Sentiment, and Human Resources had

further sub-categories for internal and external human resources. Our goal was to

have at least two codes per category, but we allowed categories with only one code

if the contents of the code were important enough to warrant their own branch,

such as in the case of a single Test Plan Sentiment. We had to return to code

generation several times during this process to make sure we had identi�ed and

worded codes consistently, and to double-check the context of some codes to make

sure that we categorized them correctly. The categories that we de�ned for indies

and non-indies ended up being very similar, so we standardized the categories and
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subcategories between the groups for ease of comparison. The categories that we

de�ned in this step became our themes.

Reviewing Themes

Following theme generation, we reviewed the themes to ensure that they were in

alignment with the codes that we assigned as well as overall dataset. We checked

that themes were properly assigned (e.g., none of the themes should be codes in-

stead), whether the themes revealed insights related to our research questions,

what the inclusion and exclusion criteria were, and that the codes adequately sup-

ported their themes. Two di�erent team members reviewed the notes and codes

separately for coherence and consistency.

Theme De�nition and Reporting

Once the themes and codes were reviewed and set, we re�ned the de�nition of

each theme to be clear about what was being described in the data and that the

theme name properly �t. We then analyzed the codes within each theme to under-

stand what was being said about that theme by the respondents in the group and

compared our �ndings between the groups. We also compared our process with

Braun and Clarke’s checklist for proper thematic analysis [11] to make sure our

procedure and analyses were trustworthy. Finally, we report our �ndings in this

thesis with examples from responses and recommendations for improving quality

assurance practices and tools for resource-constrained game developers.

3.5 Summary

In this chapter, we introduced our online survey of commercial game developers.

We discussed the details of the survey, including our pilot survey and the changes

we made from the feedback we received. We explained how we recruited partic-

ipants, validated and grouped our data, and performed our analyses. Namely, we

conducted quantitative analysis using Mann-Whitney U-tests to �nd statistically

signi�cant di�erences of response distributions between indies and non-indies and
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qualitative analysis using re�exive thematic analysis to identify themes from the

open-ended text responses.
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Chapter 4

Survey Results

4.1 Respondent Information

Respondents have a median of 6 years of experience in game development. Fig-

ure 4.1 is a boxplot of overall participant experience in years, with “Game Dev”

being overall game development experience and “Indie”, “AA”, and “AAA” being

years of experience in that group in the past ten years. Over the past ten years,

15 respondents had indie development experience, 7 had AA development experi-

ence, and 10 had AAA development experience. We asked participants what roles

they had held in game development over the course of their career. The choices

available were:

• Quality Assurance and/or Game Tester (“QA”)

• Developer, Programmer, and/or Engineer (“Developer”)

• Game Designer, Level Designer, Gameplay Designer, and/or Product Owner

(“Designer”)

• Team Lead, Producer, and/or Project Manager (“Lead”)

• Other (specify)

Figure 4.2 shows the breakdown of roles held by respondents in the past. Lead,

Designer, and QA roles each have 11 participants (57.9%) who held the role in

the past, with 7 respondents (36.8%) holding a Dev role. Four (21.1%) respondents
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Figure 4.1: Boxplot of respondents’ ex-
perience in game development.
“Game Dev” is overall experience,
“Indie/AA/AAA” is experience in the
past 10 years.

Figure 4.2: Roles that respondents held
over their careers.

wrote in entries for Other roles, which are UX Researcher, Business/Marketing, En-

gineering Manager, Release Manager, LiveOps Manager, and LiveOps Program Man-

ager. The total of roles held or other entries submitted do not add up to the num-

ber of respondents as many participants held multiple roles. All of the write-in

roles are additional to other roles that the respondent held with the exception of

UX Researcher, which is the only role that respondent R17 had held in industry.

Regardless of the role they held, all participants had experience with testing for

commercial games as described in their open text responses.

Thirteen respondents (68.4%) are between 25 to 34 years of age, and six re-

spondents (31.6%) are between 35 to 44 years of age. Canada is the top country of

residence with 13 responses (68.4%), followed by the United States with 4 (21%), the

United Kingdom with 1 (5.3%), and the Netherlands with 1 (5.3%). Overall, partic-

ipants have a breadth of experience in di�erent roles and project scopes, and over

half of them have experience in a QA role. The full table of participant information

broken down by respondent is available in Appendix C.
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Figure 4.3: Game submissions by
type.

Figure 4.4: Game engines used on
submitted projects.

Figure 4.5: Budget ranges for submit-
ted games.

Figure 4.6: Team size ranges for sub-
mitted games.

4.2 Project-based Responses

We received 22 project submissions through the survey. Figure 4.3 breaks down

the games by type, with 10 indie games (45.5%), 3 AA games (13.6%), and 9 AAA

games (40.9%). The project-based responses for these games show many di�er-

ences between the groups that are indicative of their relative resource availability,

which we use as factors in dividing the dataset. Figure 4.4 shows the comparison

between engines used: 8 projects use the Unity engine [95] (36.4%), 6 projects use

Unreal Engine [97] (27.3%), 8 projects use Proprietary or Custom engines (36.4%).

Of the proprietary engines used, 2 projects specify the Frostbite engine [28] (9.0%).

Figure 4.5 shows the relative project budget ranges for these games: 10 projects

have a budget under $1M USD (45.5%), 2 have between $1M–$10M USD (9.1%), 9

have over $10M USD (40.9%), and 1 is unknown (4.5%). Team sizes are summarized
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Table 4.1: Project information for indie games.
Game
ID

Game
Type

Game
Engine

Team
Size Game Budget Publisher Support Project

Duration

G1-I Indie Proprietary 1–49 <$1M Yes, without marketing 3 years
G4-I Indie Proprietary 1–49 <$1M Yes, with marketing 3 years
G5-I Indie Unity 1–49 <$1M No 1 year
G8-I Indie Unity 1–49 <$1M No 3 years
G9-I Indie Unity 1–49 <$1M No 3 years
G11-I Indie Unity 1–49 <$1M No 1 year
G16-I Indie Unity 1–49 <$1M No 3 years
G17-I Indie Unity 1–49 <$1M No 2–3 years
G19-I Indie Proprietary 1–49 <$1M Yes, with marketing 2–3 years
G20-I Indie Unity 1–49 <$1M No 3 years
G21-I Indie Proprietary 1–49 $1–$10M No 1 year

Table 4.2: Project information for non-indie games.
Game
ID

Game
Type

Game
Engine

Team
Size Game Budget Publisher Support Project

Duration

G2-N Non-Indie Frostbite 100–499 >$10M Yes, with marketing 3 years
G3-N Non-Indie Unreal 50–99 >$10M Yes, with marketing 2–3 years
G6-N Non-Indie Unreal 100–499 >$10M Yes, with marketing 3 years
G7-N Non-Indie Proprietary 100–499 >$10M Yes, with marketing 3 years
G10-N Non-Indie Proprietary 500 >$10M Yes, with marketing 3 years
G12-N Non-Indie Frostbite 500 >$10M Yes, with marketing 3 years
G13-N Non-Indie Unreal 100–499 >$10M Yes, with marketing 3 years
G14-N Non-Indie Unreal 100–499 $1M–$10M No 2–3 years
G15-N Non-Indie Unity 100–499 >$10M No 3 years
G18-N Non-Indie Unreal 100–499 Unknown Yes, without marketing 3 years
G22-N Non-Indie Unreal 100–499 >$10M Yes, without marketing 3 years

in Figure 4.6—11 projects have 1–49 team members (50%); 1 have 50–99 mem-

bers (4.5%); 8 have between 100–499 members (36.4%); and 2 projects have over

500 members (9.1%). Since budget, team size, and publisher/marketing support are

used as our criteria for classi�cation, we expect that results for these �elds would

be relatively consistent, which is the case and can be seen in the similarities be-

tween Figure 4.3, Figure 4.5, and Figure 4.6. The full table of project information

is available in Appendix D.

4.3 Data Organization

Given the low number of AA projects submitted as well as our focus on di�er-

ences between indie and non-indie developers, we divided our responses into two
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groups: indie and non-indie. Games reported as indie were put into the indie

group, and games reported as AAA were put into the non-indie group. We also

reallocated the 3 AA projects to these two categories. The 3 AA games, G14, G18,

and G21, state having budgets between $1M–$10M USD and no publisher sup-

port. As G14 and G18 have between 100–499 members on its team, we classify it

as a non-indie game as we expect that the processes and tools for a team of this

size would be more in line with AAA practices. G21 has 1–49 team members and

was classi�ed as an indie game alongside the other projects self-reported as indie

games. Project identi�ers will be su�xed to indicate whether they are indie (I) or

non-indie (N) games, such as the indie game G21-I or non-indie game G18-N.

After the division into indie and non-indie games, we have 11 indie and 11 non-

indie games for consideration. Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2 contain the key project

information for each group. Of the 11 games in the indie group, 7 use Unity (63.6%)

and 4 use proprietary engines (36.4%). All 11 teams have between 1–49 members,

and 10 projects have budgets under $1M USD (90.9%). Only 2 indie projects have

a publisher who provided marketing support (18.2%); 1 has a publisher without

marketing support (9.1%) and 8 have no publisher at all (72.7%).

In contrast, there are 6 non-indie games that use Unreal Engine (54.5%), 4 games

that use proprietary engines, including the 2 who specify the Frostbite engine

(36.4%), and 1 that uses Unity (9.1%). Eight of the teams have between 100–499 peo-

ple (72.7%), 2 teams have 500 or more (18.2%), and 1 has 50–99 people (9.1%). The

majority of projects have over $10M USD in funding, with 9 games (81.8%) in this

range; 1 game has a budget between $1–$10M USD, and 1 game’s budget range

is unknown to the respondent. Seven of the non-indie projects have a publisher

who provided marketing support (63.6%), 2 have a publisher without marketing

support (18.2%), and 2 have no publisher attached (18.2%).
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Figure 4.7: Boxplots of responses for the top ten di�erences in medians. The text
of the corresponding prompts are shown in Table 4.3.
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Table 4.3: Di�erences in Likert-like response medians between indies and non-
indies in decreasing order. A positive delta indicates stronger agreement from
non-indies than indies, and vice-versa.
Prompt
ID Delta Prompt

Category Prompt Text

(Q22-d) 3 Performance The majority of testing was done by a dedicated QA team
(Q24-d) 3 Planning Each major feature for development had a testing or validation plan prior to implementation
(Q28-b) 3 Automation We had personnel dedicated to writing scripted or automated tests on this project
(Q32-f) 3 Results The results of testing were monitored or visualized over time and used as metrics
(Q22-e) 2 Performance We routinely ran unit tests on this project
(Q24-g) 2 Planning Test plans and priorities were primarily set by quality assurance personnel
(Q28-g) 2 Automation Automated testing yielded results that could not be determined through manual testing
(Q34-b) 2 Resources We had su�cient testing/QA personnel dedicated to this project
(Q34-d) 2 Resources We had appropriate testing tools given the project and its testing goals
(Q24-e) -2 Planning There were no concrete testing plans or priorities for the majority of this project
(Q24-i) -2 Planning Test plans or priorities were primarily set by the producer, game director, or senior management
(Q26-d) -2 Goals The results of testing were often subjective and open to interpretation
(Q32-e) -2 Results The results of testing were used primarily by leads and managers
(Q34-h) -4 Resources Testing was done primarily by team members who had other primary tasks

4.4 QuantitativeDi�erences between Indie andNon-
Indie Responses

4.4.1 Comparing Indie and Non-Indie Response Medians

We compare each set of responses from indie and non-indie developers by ques-

tion. We �rst �nd the response median per prompt for each group and compare

them for di�erences, with a di�erence of two or more being considered signi�cant

as it signi�es a shift in overall opinion (e.g., from Disagree (2) to Agree (4)). By

comparing medians (∆ = mediannonindie − medianindie), we �nd four prompts

with a di�erence of 3, �ve with a di�erence of 2, four with a di�erence of -2, and

one di�erence of -4. Table 4.3 shows the prompts and deltas, where a positive delta

signi�es that non-indies express more agreement with the prompt than indies (and

vice-versa). Figure 4.7 contains boxplots for the �rst 10 deltas to visualize the me-

dians and spreads (Figure E.1 contains boxplot results for all questions). (Q34-h)

has the highest di�erence between groups, indies agreeing far more strongly than

non-indies that testing is mainly performed by members who had other primary

tasks, such as developers or designers. For all of the next four-highest di�erences,

non-indies agree more than indies that testing was done by a dedicated QA team,

each major feature had a testing plan prior to implementation, there were peo-

ple dedicated to writing and maintaining automated tests, and results from testing

were tracked or visualized over time and used as metrics.
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Finding these deltas gave us an idea of where there were di�erent tendencies

between indie and non-indie projects, and which way the di�erences leaned for

indie developers. Appendix F contains the boxplots of responses for all prompts.

4.4.2 Comparing Indie andNon-IndieResponseDistributions

We then want to see which of these di�erences in medians or distributions were

statistically signi�cant. For this, we use the two-tailed Mann-Whitney U-test to

check the prompts for which the distribution of responses in the two groups are

signi�cantly di�erent. We choose this test due to its robustness with non-normally

distributed data from small sample sizes and ability to handle ordinal data. The

data are independent as each project is only classi�ed as indie or non-indie with

no overlap. The test is two-tailed because we are examining for general equality of

distributions and not whether one group is greater than the other. The responses

being measured are ordinal Likert-like data converted to a numerical scale of 1 to

5. For our two-tailed Mann-Whitney U-tests, we set α = 0.05 and our hypotheses

are:

• H0: the distributions of both populations are equal

• HA: the distributions of both populations are not equal

A p-value result underα = 0.05 constitutes a statistically signi�cant di�erence

between indie and non-indie testing for that prompt with 95% con�dence.

Table 4.4 shows the 11 prompts for which we reject the null hypothesis, as well

as the prompt’s topic, median and sample sizes for each group (n < 11 signi�es

that there are “N/A” or “Unknown” responses for that prompt that were discarded

for the analysis purposes), the test statistic, and the CLES. The prompts identi�ed

come from the Planning, Goals, Results, and Resources categories, with no statis-

tically signi�cant di�erences discovered for Performance, Automation, and Tools

categories. The remainder do not have su�cient proof to reject the null hypoth-

esis. The full results from the Mann-Whitney U-tests are available in the study

artifacts [18].
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Table 4.4: Prompts with signi�cant di�erences (α = 0.025) in responses between
indies and non-indies. A higher U-statistic or CLES indicates stronger agreement
from indies than non-indies, and vice-versa. Sample size is 11 for all samples except
medians marked with an asterisk∗ to indicate a sample size of 10 or a dagger† for
a sample size of 9.
Prompt
ID

Prompt
Category Prompt Text Indie

Median

Non-Indie
Median Mann-Whitney

U-Statistic P-Value E�ect
Size

(Q24-d) Planning Each major feature had a test plan
prior to implementation 1 3† 18.5 0.0153 18.7%

(Q24-e) Planning There were no concrete testing plans or
priorities for the majority of this project 3 1 100.0 0.0068 82.6%

(Q24-g) Planning Test plans and priorities were set by
QA personnel 2 4 30.5 0.0477 25.0%

(Q26-d) Goals Testing results were subjective and
open to interpretation 4 2 100.5 0.0080 83.1%

(Q32-c) Results Testing results were used to validate
internal targets 4 4∗ 25.0 0.0207 22.7%

(Q32-f) Results Testing results were monitored or
visualized over time as metrics 1† 5∗ 17.0 0.0184 18.9%

(Q34-b) Resources We had su�cient testing personnel
on this project 2 4 18.0 0.0040 14.9%

(Q34-c) Resources We had su�cient automated testing
on this project 2† 3∗ 19.0 0.0286 21.0%

(Q34-d) Resources We had appropriate testing tools for
this project and goals 2 4∗ 9.5 0.0010 8.6%

(Q34-g) Resources Testing was primarily performed
internally on the team 5 4 93.5 0.0061 77.3%

(Q34-h) Resources Testing was done primarily by team
members who had other primary roles 5 1 116.0 0.0002 95.9%

Ranked by order of common language e�ect size, or the probability that an

observation from the indie group is higher in agreement than an observation from

the non-indie group, the most signi�cant �nding from the tests is that 95.9% of in-

dies are more likely to agree than non-indies that testing is done primarily by team

members who have other primary roles; in other words, that quality assurance for

indies is a secondary or additional role for the majority of indie developers. We

also �nd that 91.4% of non-indies are more likely to agree that they had adequate

testing tools on their project, implying that the vast majority of indies feel that

they did not have adequate QA tooling available to them. 83.1% of indies are more

likely to agree that test results were subjective and open to interpretation, and

82.6% of indies are more likely to agree that there were no concrete testing plans

or priorities on their project.
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Table 4.5: Six projects with the highest opt-out responses in descending number
of opt-outs.

Project
ID

Number of
Opt-Outs

Top Opt-Out
Category

Opt-Outs in
Top Category

G18-N 22 Unknowns Automation 10
G2-N 16 Unknowns Automation 9
G16-I 15 N/As Automation 8
G12-N 13 Unknowns Automation 5
G11-I 11 N/As Automation 6
G20-I 10 N/As Automation 6

4.4.3 “Not Applicable” and “Unknown” Responses

We examine the frequency and distribution of “Not Applicable” (“N/A”) and “Un-

known” responses in our data, which are excluded from our Mann-Whitney U-

tests. We refer to these responses as as opt-outs, since selecting one of these op-

tions opts the respondent out of answering on the �ve-point scale. We look at

the statistics for opt-out responses on a project-by-project as well as a prompt-

by-prompt basis to see where there are gaps in testing usage or awareness. We

interpret “N/A” to mean that the focus of the prompt was not relevant to the

project, such as questions about automation for a project where automation was

not used, and “Unknown” to mean that the focus of the prompt may have applied

to the project but the respondent was unaware of the particulars and did not know

enough to make an informed response.

We report the top six occurrences of opt-outs in Figure 4.5 along with the high-

est opt-out category. In all six cases, the category with the highest number of

opt-out responses is Automation, making it the aspect of testing that is least ap-

plicable and least known about overall. The second-highest category containing

opt-outs is Tools. No other project responses had a combined number of opt-outs

totalling 10 or more. For the three highest “N/A” responses by project, all three

projects described are indie games, and the open-ended text response for these

respondents indicates that testing on their project was entirely manual with no

automation. The top “Unknown” responses are all from AAA projects; for G2-N,

the respondent knows there was automated testing done on the project but was
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not privy to details, and for G18-N and G12-N, the respondent was a QA tester

who did not use automation for their area of responsibility but believed automa-

tion was used elsewhere on the project. The median for the count of each opt-out

response type from all projects is 0.5, indicating a low overall rate of “N/A” and

“Unknown” responses.

On a prompt-by-prompt basis, the prompts with the highest number of com-

bined opt-outs are (Q28-c), The automated testing tools that we used required fre-

quent adjustments as the project progressed, with 7 “N/A” and “3 Unknown” re-

sponses and (Q28-j), Automated testing was a source of frustration on this project,

with 6 “N/A” and 4 “Unknown” responses. The prompts with the second-highest

number of combined opt-outs are (Q28-e), Automated testing yielded more action-

able results than manual testing, and (Q28-g), Automated testing yielded results that

could not be determined through manual testing, each with 5 “N/A” and 4 “Un-

known” responses. The median count of “N/A” responses per prompt is 0 and the

median count of “Unknown” responses per prompt is 1, meaning most questions

did not have opt-outs.

4.5 Qualitative Analysis

We identify ten primary categories through our re�exive thematic analysis: testing

approach, goals, plans, types, tools, resources, timing, automation, results, and

overall sentiment. Most of these themes re�ect the categories of our questions. We

do not identify a single theme relating to our survey section on test performance,

since we found that responses relating to test performance are better represented

by Test Types, Testing Approach, and Test Timing, depending on what the

focus of the code is. We discuss our major �ndings from each theme below.

4.5.1 Testing Approach

TestingApproach thematically covers items relating to testing philosophies, poli-

cies, and processes. They answer the question, “How was testing done on the

project?” The sub-themes are testing philosophy, focused on the general ap-

proaches the team took to QA; testing procedures, or what testing was done;
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test responsibilities for any speci�c responsibilities that were de�ned; and ap-

proach sentiment for any opinions or outcomes expressed related to the theme.

“ Integration test plans were handled by the product owner, while plans

for unit testing were handled by the developers. The developers were

also given the opportunity to request speci�c focus for the integration

tests if they were concerned about a speci�c set of interactions

-G8-I (Indie) ”
“ QA/Testing was mostly a �uent process and not necessarily struc-

tured. As a small team it didn’t make sense to invest the resources

to do so.

-G4-I (Indie) ”
For testing philosophies, indies describe a largely chaotic process with codes

such as Testing not structured, No formal testing plans, and ad-hoc test-

ing without plans. Non-indies by comparison describe complex and well-planned

approaches, such as test plans made early in project, stringent technical

testing, ability to release at any time, and each system could be tested

in isolation. These codes, paired with the fact that there are 5 responses for

this subtheme from indies and 16 from non-indies, indicate that indies may not

consider their approach or values to testing as deeply as non-indies do.

Indies describe procedures that are primarily concerned with playtesting, such

as tested by playing entire game, tested by playing individual sections,

observed players interacting with game, got player feedback at demos

and events, and recorded test sessions live on Twitch, although one code

states that they did not solicit player feedback. Comparatively, non-indies

focus on their formal procedures and pipelines, such as having their releases staged

through a separate testing product, systematically testing through a checklist of

in-game tasks or testing on all supported platforms, formal bug report templates

that everyone adhered to, and communication of validation criteria.
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“ As a GaaS project, we had to take a pretty divergent path from tradi-

tional game dev when it came to testing and pushed for a Quality at

Source approach to building and testing the game - meaning that we

were always testing from day one as part of a continuous integration

strategy and not relying on long testing periods at the end of each

milestone to secure quality builds

-G13-N (Non-Indie) ”
“ Everything and every system had an isolated test level and the ability

to test the system in isolation with known results and assets. This

aided root cause analysis and rule out core functionality errors from

more compounding issues.

-G3-N (Non-Indie) ”
Indies’ responsibilities for testing generally fall to the whole team with de-

velopers responsible for thoroughly testing their own features before integrating

(developer responsible for testing features before integration is men-

tioned in 3 projects), and the product owner performs build checks and thorough

tests. Non-indies have more access to dedicated QA sta� with speci�c responsibil-

ities (e.g., QA performed regression tests mentioned in 3 projects), and testing

is more de�ned (e.g., devs wrote unit tests along with features).

For sentiments about overall testing approaches and procedures, indies have

no relevant codes, whereas non-indies overall paint a picture of a successful but

constantly changing process. They feel that they contributed to a wildly success-

ful project, that testing was successful with minimal game-breaking bugs

at launch, and testing systems in isolation helped identify root causes

despite also feeling that the production process was highly volatile and the

testing process reqired a lot of fine-tuning.

Overall, indies describe their approach and process as chaotic, unstructured,

and focused on user experience while non-indies delineate a systematic approach

with technical pipelines and resources not re�ected in indies’ experiences. We
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believe that the dedicated QA positions in non-indie development a�ords those

testers the time and space to focus on testing philosophies and processes, bolstered

by their access to resources for testing, whereas indie testing as described by re-

spondents was a secondary task for members whose time was primarily dedicated

to other work.

4.5.2 Testing Goals

Testing goals describe the aims for di�erent types of testing that were done on the

project and address the question, “Why was testing performed, and what was it

trying to discover?”

“ With our limited resources, the main priority was game-breaking bugs.

To our knowledge, no version shipped with any game-breaking bugs,

so it seems we were successful here.

-G16-I (Indie) ”
“ Later on in the project lifecycle, testing turned toward user experience.

This was accomplished by sending builds to a dedicated audience for

early-access review.

-G8-I (Indie) ”
Indies’ primary stated goal is finding bugs, which is mentioned in 5 projects.

Some of the bugs they mention include game breaking bugs, data sync issues,

and out of bounds issues. Four projects mention user experience as an ex-

plicit goal, and 2 mention balance issues. Most of the goals stated by indies do

not contain detail and are analogous to a type of test. For example, goals such

as regressions, console certification, and integration are simply rephras-

ings of regression tests, console certi�cation tests, and integration tests without

additional details.
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“ New features function as expected. Prior features continue to func-

tion as expected. Performance maintains within expected levels across

supported devices. Infrastructure is able to support anticipated load.

-G15-N (Non-Indie) ”
“ We would be testing out the build to see if there were any regressions,

bugs, or any new issues that came with new features that were being

implemented to stay on top of issues with the build... with the external

playtests, we were looking for player attitudes and seeing if players

were enjoying the game, understanding it, and if there were any issues

they were running into that we were not aware of.

-G18-N (Non-Indie) ”
For non-indies, regressions and functionality are mentioned the most with

3 each, followed by 2 mentions of blocking issues. Non-indies mention more

aspects of testing goals, such as who set goals (e.g., goals set by production

team), as well as speci�c goals for speci�c tests (e.g., localization testing for

hookup and formatting, focus testing for player behaviors). They also de-

scribe changes to goals over the course of the project, such as basic functionality

and stability being a focus in early development that changed to cosmetics and

edge cases in late development. Their descriptions of goals are also more detailed;

whereas indies simply state user experience, non-indies describe focus testing

for player enjoyment, attitudes, understanding, and subjective feedback. One re-

spondent describes a non-indie project where the priority became shipping the

game, with design becoming an afterthought. This change in priorities led to their

testing goals focusing on sanity tests and eliminating blocking bugs. This case

highlights the commercial nature of games, where getting a product to market of-

ten takes precedence over guaranteeing product quality, especially as a function

of the costs involved in AAA game development. While general software develop-

ment is also a�ected by economic realities, games place a much higher emphasis

on the core requirement, “fun” [39], [53], [69], and failing to prioritize this require-
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ment for testing can lead to the game �oundering on the market.

Non-indie goals are more numerous, detailed, and comprehensive compared

to indie goals. The lack of speci�city from indies may be indicative of a lack of

clear goals and goal-setting in indie game testing. Combined with the previously-

discovered focus on playtesting, we believe that indies are performing more ad-hoc

testing to �nd bugs as they arise instead of testing with a systematic framework

with clear priorities.

4.5.3 Test Plans

In this theme are codes relating to making plans for testing, including who was re-

sponsible for planning, who had input into the plans, and how plans were changed

or maintained.

“ There were no concrete test plans. Testing was done in an ad hoc

manner by developers and designers as the project progressed.

-G8-I (Indie) ”
“ We made no test plans. We were a small team and were each respon-

sible for testing our own content. This was not done through a formal

process.

-G20-I (Indie) ”
Multiple indies say they had no test plans on their project, which agrees

with the ad-hoc approach and goals we discovered. Those who do have test plans

describe processes that are similar to non-indies: both describe testing features

based on request from team members and QA and leads making test plans. Non-

indies describe the types of tests they plan, how those plans are changed during the

project, and how they are maintained, which are not mentioned by indies. Indies

are more descriptive about how plans and requirements are generated, such as

being drawn from a game design document or being made by the developers and

submitted to QA with a build.
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“ By having a very regular and consistent testing schedule, it helped us

�nd any bugs or issues early on, and also to help us make sure that

everything was on track for our desired game experience

-G18-N (Non-Indie) ”
“ Test plans made and maintained by internal QA in test rails. Guid-

ance on expected behavior of features provided by the features pri-

mary designer. Engineering group separately implemented unit and

regression tests to their understanding of the feature.

-G15-N (Non-Indie) ”
Non-indies describe a more formal and deliberate process in planning and

demonstrate understanding of who is responsible for various stages of the pro-

cess but less knowledge about how tests and requirements are put together com-

pared to indies. Since non-indie projects report more QA testers and resources,

it is reasonable that they would have well-de�ned and documented processes for

plans without as much visibility into the reasoning behind them, whereas indies

are more likely to be directly exposed to test planning processes for their game

due to smaller teams and multiple responsibilities. These �ndings echo our quan-

titative results which found that indies do not have test plans for their features

prior to implementation and do not have concrete testing plans or priorities for

the majority of the project.

4.5.4 Test Types

Test types are a straightforward theme encompassing the various tests mentioned

in the responses. Codes in this theme answer the question, “What types of tests

were performed on this project?”

“ Basic testing on new features was done by developers and then passed

to the QA department. The QA department would run smoke tests
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every morning and integration and regression tests on new features

that came in.

-G20-I (Indie) ”
“ We had a full QA team through the publisher that would regularly do

Smoke, Regression, and CQA tests.

-G19-I (Indie) ”
Regression tests are mentioned the most by both indies and non-indies, high-

lighting their importance in the development cycle in both groups. Indies have far

fewer codes in this theme compared to non-indies; the majority of items mentioned

by indies are also mentioned by non-indies. Some items mentioned by indies but

not non-indies include balance tests, early access, and code review. Indies

also mention playtesting multiple times. Non-indies list more types of tests cover-

ing more aspects of development, including alpha tests, bootflow tests, core

path tests, localization tests, and voiceover tests. They also discuss func-

tional and non-functional testing, whereas indies do not. Neither group mention

soak tests, although non-indies do refer to stress tests.

“ Limited unit tests were performed as part of continuous integration.

The rest of the testing was functional and non-functional manual grey-

box (assisted by debug tools), exploratory testing, con�rmation testing

(regressing the �xed bugs).

-G7-N (Non-Indie) ”
“ Divided into Tech (Functional) and Content (Qualitative) Test teams.

There were aspects of test case management for regression and ses-

sion based testing for qualitative. All checks were tracked where Func-

tional had elements of Unit, smoke that also aided in governing when

qualitative perform exploratory and ad-hoc testing.

-G3-N (Non-Indie) ”
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In sentiments about di�erent types of tests, indies state that unit testing is dif-

�cult to use for determining user experience issues, ine�ective for transactional

programming methodologies, and requires resources they do not have despite be-

ing valuable to the project. Non-indies also mention a lack of unit testing. They

also feel that functional and automated testing fail to �nd exploratory issues and

that black box testing is not useful for them.

From these results, we propose that indies either perform fewer types of tests

than non-indies, or do not know about as many types of tests. Indies also focused

more on lower-level or manual types of testing, such as code reviews, beta tests

with external players, and manual build veri�cation. Some of the test types not

mentioned by indies may also indicate di�erences in capabilities and content be-

tween the groups, such as a lack of localization tests, voiceover tests, and side

quest tests simply pointing to a lack of localization, voiceovers, or sidequests in

the indie games our respondents developed.

4.5.5 Testing Tools

Testing tools cover any tools, primarily software, that were used to aid in the

testing process. This includes tools that perform testing as well as those that help

create, manage, or document them.

“ We used Trello for tracking issues and their progress and that’s it.

-G4-I (Indie) ”
“ We used Unity Cloud Build to provide up-to-date builds. The major

bene�t to this was that build issues were found immediately, while

they were easy to diagnose... Unity Cloud Diagnostics was also used

once the project was given to a random assortment of users in early

access. The major bene�t here was getting automated, detailed reports

of issues that otherwise wouldn’t have been possible with manual re-

porting from this population.

-G9-I (Indie) ”
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Many indies state that they use no testing tools on their project. A hand-

ful of tools are mentioned, including two �rst-party tools (in-house game state

editor, tools for project validation) and a few third-party tools. Many of the

third-party tools mentioned are general-purpose freely accessible software, such

as Discord [25], a messaging and community platform; Git Large File Storage [31]

for large assets; NUnit [56], a free and open-source .Net unit testing framework

integrated into the Unity engine; Redmine [65], a free and open-source project

management webapp; Trello [90], a project management software that can be used

without a paid subscription; Twitch [92], a popular video streaming platform; and

Unity Pro�ler [96], a built-in performance pro�ling tool. Jira [6], a project man-

agement tool well-suited for Agile methodologies, can also be used without a paid

subscription for up to ten users with limitations. Unity Cloud Build [93] and Unity

Cloud Diagnostics [94] are paid subscription services.

“ We used several in house built tools, all wrapped into one software

package. This software allowed us to log crashes (and their frequency),

as well as record sessions, record performance across sessions, �le

bugs and automatically attach logs/screenshots.

-G12-N (Non-Indie) ”
“ A lot of in-house tools. However, most tools were either ‘This is old

and doesn’t work that well’ or ‘This is new and it COULD be cool if it

worked’. Documentation tools were completely neglected.

-G2-N (Non-Indie) ”
None of the non-indies state that they do not use testing tools. They list a

number of paid third-party tools, including Azure DevOps [7], DevSuite [23], De-

vTrack [24], Team City [86], and Test Rail [87], but do not go into detail about what

they are used for or how they are integrated into testing processes. Non-indies dis-

cuss �rst-party tools in more depth and detail, describing tools for �ling bugs with

automatically attached logs and screenshots, recording play sessions and compar-

ing performance across sessions, in-game bug identi�cation and marking, and de-
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ploying builds to QA. Non-indies have access to many paid tools and have the

resources and capacity to develop �rst-party tooling with complex functionality.

These tools are generally considered helpful and useful, such as the automated

bug submission tool which they describe as easier than teaching users to �nd the

appropriate logs, take helpful screenshots, and attach them to bug reports. How-

ever, they state concerns regarding some of the tools being old and out of date.

Additionally, some documentation tools are neglected, and �rst-party tools may

stay broken for a long time if anything goes wrong with them, exposing a lack of

maintenance and upkeep.

The tools described by indies point to a need for resourcefulness and creativity

to make the best of free tools for their testing purposes. The limited paid auto-

mated tools they mention are reviewed positively, as they �nd issues quickly and

provide detailed reports not possible through manual testing. They state frustra-

tions with NUnit lacking support for the types of testing they want. Since indies

had loosely de�ned goals for testing, and testing tools should be selected for their

�t to those goals, it may be di�cult for indies to select or develop appropriate and

e�ective tools without �rst clearly de�ning their aims. This con�rms our quanti-

tative �nding that indies did not feel that they had the appropriate testing tools to

�t their project and goals.

4.5.6 Testing Resources

In this theme, we look at resources available to the project with Human Re-

sources, Hardware, Time, and Budget being the sub-themes we identify. The

codes in this theme answer the question of what the project allocated for testing

and how.

“ No additional resources were allocated to testing... There were no ded-

icated testing machines, no cloud-based tools, nothing of the sort. For

our personal duties, we weren’t allotted a certain amount of develop-

ing and testing time - rather, we were expected to allocate our own

time accordingly.
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-G8-I (Indie) ”
“ We invested in an external team for about 1 week of QA testing. This

was mostly done to pass console certi�cation. More would certainly

have been nice.

-G4-I (Indie) ”
Indies unsurprisingly report a lack of resources, with no dedicated QA, test-

ing done by team on own time, and no dedicated hardware being the most

mentioned items. Non-indies have dedicated QA staff of around 10 as the top

mention followed by multiple (internal) QA teams. Sta�ng mentioned by in-

dies are on the order of 4 dedicated internal QA, 4–8 external playtesters

and beta testing with around 20 players compared to non-indies’ 100 inter-

nal QA testers, external playtesting teams of up to 80 people, and dedi-

cated QA positions like QA Manager, QA Director, and dedicated release QA

member. Continuing the trend, more indies mention having no dedicated hard-

ware for testing than the inverse, which forced them to use equipment they already

owned. Meanwhile, non-indies either state that they always have the hardware

they need or do not mention hardware at all. They mention processes for req-

uisitioning hardware from their IT department and having access to build farms,

implying that testing hardware is available and managed by others.

“ The internal testing team was a small unit (under 10), while the exter-

nal testing team size varied with the needs of the project (up to 80 at

peak). Sta�ng needs were discussed between the QA manager and the

leads of the external teams, and submitted to executive management

for budget approval. We sometimes got pushback on the budget, but

not often. Hardware was requested as needed from the IT department

and our requests were always ful�lled.

-G7-N (Non-Indie) ”
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“ We had and have hundreds of testers on this project and it didn’t/doesn’t

feel like enough sometimes.

-G10-N (Non-Indie) ”
Both groups mention team members being responsible for allocating part of

their time to testing the game. Indies state that they avoid too much time invest-

ment on testing due to their small team, and that testing takes longer because of

the size of their team. Non-indies talk about developers spending time to writing

automated tests, which they �nd to be worthwhile in the long run. More impor-

tantly, a number of non-indies mention a ton of overtime, extreme overtime

for testing, and many QA worked overtime nearing release. Extreme over-

time and being forced to work long hours, often without extra pay, is a known

issue in the industry called “crunch”. Crunch can lead to decreased mental health,

burnout, and even divorce [26], [71].

Indies are the only ones to specify a testing budget with one project stating that

they had $25,000 allocated for testing. Non-indies are less speci�c but mentioned

major QA investment, heavily investing in all testing resources, and that

they did not get much pushback on budget reqests. Indies are mixed in

their sentiments about testing resources; one project feels that their resource con-

straints led to an inferior product whereas another feels that their internal and

beta testers are adequate for their needs. In terms of bang for their buck, they pre-

fer another developer to a dedicated QA and note that cloud diagnostics

were 1/50th of the cost of another employee. On the other hand, non-indies

with their massive resources feel that they still need more testers and QA.

4.5.7 Test Timing

Test timing concerns when tests are run, whether they are run on a regular sched-

ule or conditionally when some criteria are met.
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“ I would test as I was adding new features or mechanics, then I would

make a build when I felt there was enough new stu� to test. I would

then send it out to my teammates and some friends to get feedback

on.

-G11-I (Indie) ”
“ We would do testing on features and content as we worked. We would

then send our feature/content to all other team members who would

play and test the content... When all bugs from that round had been

�xed, it would be sent out to team members again to see if they could

reproduce the original bugs or �nd new ones. This would continue

until no more bugs were found.

-G20-I (Indie) ”
Indies describe more conditional tests than recurring tests, which is the oppo-

site of non-indies. The only speci�cally recurring tests indies mention are smoke

tests every morning by QA and weekly public beta tests. Non-indies describe

recurrences ranging from multiple times a day (hourly builds of accumulated

changes to QA, validation test at the beginning and end of each day)

to numerous daily tests (daily smoke tests, multiple mentions of daily build

verification tests) to weekly and monthly tests (every feature in the game

tested weekly, small focus tests done monthly).

“ Every morning, a small test ops group would complete a Build Veri-

�cation Test on all systems and a cross section of content to ensure

there were no blocking issues... as we approached submission to �rst

party, we ran test passes against the certi�cation requirements over

the course of several weeks

-G12-N (Non-Indie) ”
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“ We have a daily process where the QA team goes through the build

and writes up tickets for issues that pop up while in gameplay. During

this process the QA team goes through speci�c gameplay elements and

content on a rotating schedule for total coverage.

-G14-N (Non-Indie) ”
For conditional tests, non-indies’ responses cover automated and manual check-

ing of content before check-ins and merges as well as running smoke tests after

bug�xes. Indies note multiple times that testing is done by developers while they

are implementing features and list a number of conditional cases that describe a

cascading chain of testing. For example, once developers test their implementa-

tion, it is handed o� to others for additional testing (testing done by team after

dev verification, testing done by QA after dev verification) and passed on

(external playtesting after internal validation). They also discuss regres-

sion tests after bug�xes, integration and regression tests after new feature imple-

mentation, and build veri�cation prior to releases.

These codes reinforce the �nding that indies generally do not take a systematic

and comprehensive approach to testing, preferring to test on-demand as situations

arise. A reliance on chains of on-demand testing may lead to bottlenecks or break-

downs in process, whereas regular recurring testing would be better at ensuring

that defects do not fall unnoticed through the cracks.

4.5.8 Test Automation

Automation codes address how was automated tools are used for testing on the

projects described. We accept any level of automation in this category regardless

of complexity as long as it performs some kind of testing and produces results.

“ I haven’t used many automation tools so I am curious about that now.

-G1-I (Indie) ”
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“ It was pretty much all manual. I think I tried one automated tool but

it didn’t play well with the laptop I was using for development at the

time. I also wasn’t sure if taking the time to learn such tools would

ultimately pay o� with the limited resources.

-G16-I (Indie) ”
The majority of indies indicate that they do no automated testing and an

additional 3 mentions point to almost exclusively manual testing for indie

projects. Automated tests used on indie projects include scripts for verifying and

�xing scenes and data correctness, automated reporting and build veri�cation,

and automated build processes for merges to the main development branch. Non-

indies mostly mention that they perform manual testing over automated, but many

also mention that the majority of testing is automated on their project, indicating

a more even distribution than indies and the overall importance and prevalence

of manual testing even in AAA games. Non-indies use automation for common

and tedious tasks, integration testing, and network testing. They also mention an

AI-driven bot that runs 24/7 to trigger crashes and asserts. Automated tests are

written by developers who implemented the respective feature, and one project

points out that automated and manual tests have separate ownership.

“ Majority manually, but automation saved us loads of time on things

like invites to and from certain menus.

-G10-N (Non-Indie) ”
“ We had an extensive suite of debug tools, which is not quite test au-

tomation, but it was immensely helpful. In terms of automated testing

we had an AI-driven bot system that would run 24/7 to increase test

coverage and trigger asserts and crashes.

-G7-N (Non-Indie) ”
The response to automated testing for indies is primarily negative or skeptical.

They feel that automation is 4–5x more work [than manual] due to complex-
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ity of features, automated testing for all merges is costly, and that investment

to learn and implement automation may not pay o�. The project that shipped au-

tomated tests with their game that automatically attached logs and screenshots to

bug reports found it helpful, and the tool is able to catch errors that users may miss.

Non-indies rely more on automated testing and �nd that it increases test coverage,

but have di�culty maintaining automated tests in the face of pressure to imple-

ment new features. One respondent states that they handled automated tests

wrong on the project, stemming from misconceptions about automation and a

lack of resources for them, which led to poor outcomes and an unmanageable

backlog of tests.

This theme reveals that both groups perform the majority of their tests man-

ually, but non-indies use more automation than indies. Automation is costly to

implement and maintain, highlighting a need for well-de�ned goals and processes

for automated tests. There are multiple mentions from both groups about a lack of

awareness and understanding of automation in QA that may contribute to these

di�culties.

4.5.9 Test Results

We gather codes relating to results and outputs from testing into this theme.

“ We used debug.log() a lot.

-G11-I (Indie) ”
“ We had a group discord, when things came up they were put there. We

liked to call it the “explain it like I’m 5” rule. We tried to simplify our

problems so that just about everyone on our team could understand

why what was doing what.

-G17-I (Indie) ”
Indies have informal or straightforward outputs from their tests from mentions

of no testing output, text-based logs, and verbal test output. There are a
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few well-de�ned indie outputs such as QA results as formal document tagged

to release for a team that has dedicated QA. For monitoring results, indies doc-

ument bugs on Jira, Trello, and Discord, and one project mentions results being

tracked by leads or extracted into charts and summaries. Another project has QA

results documented using a form which they �nd to be helpful as their QA is led

by non-technical members.

“ Our speci�c QA team had very strict adherence to the QA managers

bug template. The manager also had a habit of "reprimanding" any

tester who’d fall out of line with the template.

-G6-N (Non-Indie) ”
“ Automated tests would specify which tests failed. It would also specify

the particular item in the test logic that failed. Regression and Smoke

tests by the QA department would yield speci�c and reproducible test

steps that developers could look at in order to �x bugs and defects.

-G22-N (Non-Indie) ”
Results on the non-indie side are more complex. They describe formal bug re-

port templates that are strictly enforced by management, stating that deviations

from the template are “discouraged” by management. They also describe speci�c

output types, such as smoke and regression tests that include reproducible test

steps and standardized outputs from CI. Non-indies also have more tracking and

visualization for their output data, noting that they track all checks and have mul-

tiple dashboards for accessing and monitoring bugs, performance, telemetry, and

build status.

Indies describe their test results primarily in terms of documentation, whereas

non-indies include information about their purpose, such as reproducing failures,

sending results to publishers, or visualizing the results as a proxy for measuring

overall game health. Again, we �nd these results to be in line with our quantitative

outcomes that non-indies are more likely to use their testing results to validate
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internal targets and visualize them over time as metrics. Our Mann-Whitney U-

test results from Table 4.4 also indicate that indies’ test results are more subjective

and open to interpretation, which aligns with their stated nonspeci�c testing goals,

unclear test plans, and non-standardized test outputs.

4.5.10 Overall Sentiment

In this theme are codes relating to how the project and testing went overall that

are not relevant to any of the speci�c sentiment subthemes.

“ Overall, I felt like we had a balanced approach that worked well. We

accomplished a lot on a limited budget.

-G9-I (Indie) ”
“ Many obvious bugs that could have been discovered and �xed were

left for our �rst customers to run into - some of them rendering the

game unplayable... the quality of the game wasn’t up to par with other

games of a similar scope and budget in my opinion.

-G8-I (Indie) ”
Indies have mixed reactions to their overall testing experience. Some feel that

their testing went smoothly, a balanced approach on a limited budget

worked well, and their project is the best testing experience they had. Oth-

ers feel that they wanted more testing, needed more early user testing, did

not have testing in place early enough, and as a result, their game shipped at

lower qality compared to games of similar scopes and budget. They point

to a lack of testing organization during development, a general inexperience with

testing, and a lack of resources as negative impacts. Some non-indies are very sat-

is�ed with their process, feeling that their testing process was very successful

and their final product was high qality with few issues. Others describe

their experience as development hell with tons of burnout and everyone laid

o� at the end of the project. These comments come from the projects that describe

extreme overtime and a push to release the game without focusing on design.
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“ The �nal stages and release of the product had a very little issue and

was a high-quality deliverable.

-G3-N (Non-Indie) ”
“ This project was brutal, and one of the best examples I’ve ever been

in as far as "traditional" QA practices. There was a ton of burn out, a

ton of overtime, and everyone got laid o� at the end.

-G12-N (Non-Indie) ”
Issues with testing for indies appear to stem from processes and resources,

namely a lack thereof, whereas issues with testing for non-indies appear to stem

from culture and management.

4.6 General Testing

At the end of our survey, we ask respondents three subjective questions related to

testing. For coding purposes, we categorize these responses under Overall Sen-

timent but report them separately here due to their importance. We summarize

the responses from these questions below, and also o�er insight into answers con-

cerning game development culture that respondents felt had signi�cant impact on

QA quality. As we do not ask questions pertaining to culture, we want to highlight

these responses as participants felt that they were important points to raise.

4.6.1 Helpful for Testing

“ Proper means of communication, being able to openly ask questions

without "feeling dumb" [made testing better]. We were all equal and

we were all in it together.

-G4-I (Indie) ”
Indies highlight automated tests and dynamic game con�guration as helpful

for testing, most likely because they reduce the amount of time and e�ort re-
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quired, and also mention good organization as a key factor. They also cite spe-

ci�c test plans, dedicated build testing time, and testing focused around speci�c

milestones as facilitating the testing process. For studio culture, they feel that all

team members being treated equally as well as fostering an environment of open

communication and “no dumb questions” makes testing smoother.

“ Knowing clear goals, understanding the testing process, standardized

documentation.

-G22-N (Non-Indie) ”
Non-indies also �nd automation and dynamic game con�guration helpful for

testing. They prefer to have standardized documentation, clear requirements and

goals, and debug tools to make testing more e�cient. They also mention direct ac-

cess to producers and developers as bene�cial, indicating a preference for embed-

ded QA that works closely with feature teams. They want not to be micromanaged

and to have better guidance for new hires.

4.6.2 Pain Points for Testing

“ I think at �rst it was a lack of knowledge of how to properly test, what

resources were available and learning as we went.

-G4-I (Indie) ”
Indies feel the most pain from a lack of resources—small teams, time con-

straints, and hardware support. They also feel that they lack understanding of

general testing procedures, resources, and root causes of bugs, which made test-

ing more di�cult for them. Additional issues they face include automated testing

of complex systems as well as maintaining automated tests.

“ But biggest pain points have to do with the treatment of QA as val-

ued members of the games labour force. Our contracts made us easily

replaceable, our input on any other forum but the bug database often

dismissed.
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-G12-N (Non-Indie) ”
Non-indies identify unclear testing goals and priorities as the biggest pains

in their testing experience. They face di�culties with unclear or inaccurate test

results and con�icting test priorities. Like indies, they have problems maintaining

automated tests and feel that QA does not understand the state of software testing.

They also cite a number of issues with QA being treated as unskilled labor, paid

low wages, feeling easily replaceable, and having their input dismissed.

4.6.3 Wants for Testing

“ QA is game dev and a skilled dicipline. Anyone who says otherwise is

wrong. VALUE YOUR QA AND PAY THEM BETTER.

-G17-I (Indie) ”
Indies have the most wants related to automated testing: better automated

functional testing, automated performance testing that can be run on a range of

hardware, more e�cient automated builds, dedicated automation infrastructure,

and more general knowledge about automation for testing. They also want more

time for testing, tests baked into systems, and easier access to outside help.

“ Full time QA in games is primarily seen as unskilled work, leading to

low wages and sta� trying to use it as a springboard.

-G2-N (Non-Indie) ”
“ Valuing QA more, both in including it as part of development and in

supporting QA sta�. Pay QA on the same level as other employees.

QA are developers as well.

-G10-N (Non-Indie) ”
Non-indies want both testing to be more like testing in tech companies

with better engineering practices and games to be less like software. They
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want more automated testing overall, less focus on unskilled QA, and more focus

on scalable testing methodologies. Better treatment of QA is the most-mentioned

item from non-indies, followed by better pay for QA, both of which are also men-

tioned by their indie counterparts. They additionally call for QA to be integrated

into the full development process from design to implementation, better QA ca-

reer progression, and QA to be recognized as game developers. By comparison,

QA in general software development industry is fully integrated into the practice

and recognized as critical, with no shortage of academic and industry research be-

ing presented at �agship conferences dedicated to testing such as the International

Symposium on Software Testing and Analysis [2]. ZipRecruiter also shows the US-

based salary median for video game testers and QA to be approximately $45,000–

$61,000 USD [104], [107] compared to approximately $69,000–$72,000 USD for

general software [105], [106]. We are not aware of widespread cultural issues

in software testing, such as software testers not being considered developers or

being laid o� en masse upon completion of a project.

4.7 Summary

In this chapter, we presented the demographic information for respondents and

project information for game responses. We discussed the rationale behind how

we divided our dataset and presented quantitative and qualitative analyses for the

data gathered from our game testing survey. For quantitative analyses, we cal-

culated the di�erences in medians between the groups for each prompt, tested

for statistically signi�cant divergences of distributions of responses using Mann-

Whitney U-tests, and reported on opt-out responses. Through the tests, we discov-

ered 9 prompts that had signi�cant di�erences concerning planning, goals, results,

and resources. Through our qualitative analyses, we dug deeper into the open-

ended text responses to identify common themes that illustrated the current prac-

tices, goals, and needs in testing. We found that indies struggled with resources,

automation, and test planning and non-indies had systematic and thorough test-

ing procedures that used more automation than indies. We also highlighted im-
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portant issues brought up by both indie and non-indie respondents concerning

studio culture and crunch. In the next chapter, we synthesize these results to dis-

cuss our �ndings and generate recommendations for improving quality assurance

practices.
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Chapter 5

Discussion of Results

In this chapter, we review our quantitative and qualitative results against our re-

search questions. Based on these �ndings, we generate recommendations for de-

velopers, industry, and educators for how to support the indie game development

sector.

5.1 Goals and Planning

From the quantitative results, indies had a probability of 81.3% to agree that they

have no testing plans for the majority of their project and 82.6% to agree that they

do not have validation plans for their features prior to implementation. They also

had lower agreement that QA personnel set their testing plans and priorities, in

line with indies generally not having dedicated QA members. In their open-ended

text responses, we see descriptions of a chaotic, unstructured testing approach that

is mainly concerned with experiential playtesting over thorough systematic veri-

�cation. Their stated goals are also vague and lacking in detail compared to non-

indies, who describe a regimented approach to testing for uncovering actionable

items. Non-indies have a far clearer idea of what is being tested, who is responsi-

ble for testing it, when or how often it is tested, and what e�ect the outcomes of

testing have.

Observations: Plans and Goals

• Indies have unclear goals for testing and lack testing plans overall
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• Indie testing is unstructured and focused on player experience

We �nd the lack of well-de�ned testing goals and concrete test plans to be one

of the biggest issues that indies report because it has downstream e�ects on the

entire testing process. Although planning concretely requires more up-front time

investment and may change frequently over the course of the project, having clear

goals and plans makes it easier to select the best tests to achieve those goals, allo-

cate resources accordingly, and obtain actionable results. Once goals and plans are

set, they should be well-documented and available to the entire team so that ev-

eryone has a common understanding of what the team is working toward. Proper

application of agile methodologies may also help with frequently changing goals

and plans.

Recommendations: Plans and Goals

• Have clearly de�ned goals with actionable plans prior to testing

• Have good testing process documentation and ensure the team under-
stands it

5.2 Testing Procedures and Timing

We have not found any statistically signi�cant di�erences between the groups for

performing tests. From the qualitative data, indies report performing fewer types

of tests than non-indies in their open-ended text responses and do not discuss as

many aspects of testing as non-indies do. Both groups highlight the importance of

regression tests and question the e�ectiveness of unit testing in certain areas, such

as UX testing. When it comes to actually running the tests, indies describe operat-

ing on a conditional basis, primarily performing tests when they �nd it necessary

or expedient, as opposed to non-indies who describe testing systematically on a

regular recurring schedule. Indies’ conditional testing is also described as a chain

of responsibility, with one step in the testing process triggering the next, which is

fragile to bottlenecks and breakdowns should there be a failure along the chain.
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Observations: Performance

• Regression tests are the most-mentioned tests from both indies and
non-indies

• Indies perform more conditional testing; non-indies perform more reg-
ularly schedule testing

• Indies perform fewer types of tests than non-indies

Both groups mention regression testing numerous times, indicating that it is an

important or frequently-run test, or both. Since it is a key test, indies should make

the regression testing pipeline as easy and e�cient as possible, such as by using

automation. Since indies have fewer resources, they should spend the most time

and care on tests by order of frequency and severity and choose the best-suited

tests to achieve their goals. To do this, they must keep up-to-date on the state

of testing practices and tools in the industry and understand their strengths and

weaknesses. Since indies are already constrained for personnel and time, industry

resources and studies on testing practices and tools with accessible summaries or

workshops would bene�t developers.

Recommendations: Performance

• Make regression testing easy and e�cient

• Regularly schedule important tests and assign areas of responsibility

• Utilize a variety of testing practices for more e�ective and focused test-
ing

5.3 Resources

The largest di�erences between indie and non-indie developers are the resources

they have available. Our quantitative results reveal that testing for indie games

is largely performed internally on the team and almost exclusively done by team

members who have other primary tasks. 91.4% of indies are likely to say that they

do not have the appropriate testing tools for their given project and goals than
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non-indies, and 85.1% of indies are likely to say that they do not have enough

people for testing on their project. These results are reinforced by our qualita-

tive �ndings that indies lack dedicated QA personnel, perform testing on their

own time on top of other duties, and do not have access to dedicated testing hard-

ware. They feel that these factors led to less availability for testing, longer testing

times, and inferior product outcomes compared to what they could accomplish

with more resources. Non-indies by comparison have dedicated QA sta�, access

to external testers, time and budget allocated for testing, and extensive hardware

availability. However, even though non-indies describe an abundance of time, per-

sonnel, money, and equipment for testing, many still report wanting more test-

ing resources, which is likely connected to their reports of extreme overtime and

crunch. Therefore, we suggest that access to resources is not as important as the

proper �t of those resources to achieve the desired outcomes.

Observations: Resources

• Indies who perform testing have other primary roles

• Indies feel that they do not have appropriate testing tools

• Indies do not have enough testers or hardware for testing

Making the most of scarce resources requires indies to be thoughtful and inno-

vative. As we see from non-indies, sheer numbers of testers are not the solution to

testing issues—developers must be judicious in allocating resources wisely in ac-

cordance with testing goals and project priorities instead of throwing bodies at the

problem. Again, having clearly de�ned goals and plans with actionable outcomes

helps to determine how and when resources should be used. Indies should remain

cognizant that costs that can not be met in terms of personnel, equipment, or fund-

ing are paid in time, which has a material cost to the project and team members,

and beware the dangers of crunch that can result from repeatedly paying down

technical debt with time.
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Recommendations: Resources

• Be judicious in allocating resources to ensure they meet testing goals

• Be cautious of crunch; do not allocating excessive testing time to make
up for shortfalls in planning or resources

5.4 Results and Outputs

Indies �nd the results from their testing to be subjective and open to interpretation

with 83.1% of indies agreeing more strongly than non-indies. Comparatively, the

majority of non-indies feel that their results are clear and objective. A focus on

experiential playtesting, lack of clearly de�ned goals, and unstandardized docu-

mentation procedures factored into the subjectiveness of indie results. Indies also

describe outputs that lack variety and speci�city, such as text-based logs, verbal

test output, and brief text notes about issues. Only 18.9% of indies agree more than

non-indies that they track or visualize results over time as metrics. This is not sur-

prising given that they are testing without clear, standardized outputs. Conversely,

non-indies mention formal report templates, standardized output from tools, and

access to dashboards for tracking various telemetry and game health indicators.

Observations: Results

• Indies’ results are subjective and open to interpretation

• Indies’ test outputs lack variety, speci�city, and standardization

• Indies do not track or visualize their results over time as metrics

Indies should use testing results to validate targets and guide development pri-

orities, which is di�cult to do if those results are subjective and vague. We rec-

ommend that they create clear and standardized testing results and reports, and

plan for how they will actionably address the results. Standardizing test results

can also help make it easier for indies to track and visualize key metrics for the

game over time. We recommend identifying simple key metrics that are measur-

able and maintainable to serve as proxies for the quality or health of the game. For
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example, indies may not be able to gather and visualize detailed telemetry from

their games, but tracking how many game crashes they saw in playtesting or mean

time to players reaching a failure state in the game by build are simple metrics for

game health and di�culty.

Recommendations: Results

• Create clear and standardized testing results and reports

• Plan for how to actionably address results before producing them

• Understand key metrics for the game; track and visualize them over
time

5.5 Automation

Nearly all indies state that they perform very little to no automated testing on

their project, whereas non-indies are more evenly split in their proportion of au-

tomated to manual testing but report more manual testing overall. Indies use au-

tomation for build processes and build veri�cation, data and scene validation, and

integrated tests that shipped with the game to make bug reporting easier. These

tools are successful at achieving their aim but require some con�guration for e�ec-

tive use. Indies who do not use automation approach it with skepticism; they �nd

it to be several times more work than manual testing, which is costly given their

already-constrained time resources; are not sure about how well it would work;

and worry that the investment required to learn and build automation will not

pay o� in the long run. Non-indies use automation to take over for common and

tedious tasks, increase test coverage, perform integration tests, and run network

tests. Developers are responsible for writing automated tests for the features they

implement which uses up time they could have spent on the game itself, but they

feel that the time spent on automation was worth it in the end. Non-indies say

that pressure from above to implement new features interferes with their ability

to spend time on automation and that not understanding the role of automation

and not dedicating enough resources to their maintenance leads to poor results.
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Observations: Automation

• Indies do little to no automated testing

• Indies lack knowledge of automated testing and are skeptical of using
it

• Non-indies use automation for speci�c key tasks as well as common
and tedious tasks

Automation is not a silver bullet that will �x testing issues for indies, nor is it

without its pitfalls and drawbacks. Indies should take a focused and directed appli-

cation of automation techniques to key tasks to maximize their e�ectiveness. For

example, automating the most frequently run, time-consuming, or tedious tests

would o�er better returns than automating a low-priority test that is easily done

manually. Indies need more support to do this, both in learning about automated

testing and having more usable tools that �t their work�ow. In particular, as the

indie respondents to our survey overwhelmingly used the Unity engine, robust au-

tomated testing tools for Unity and general open-source automation tools would

bene�t indie developers most. When adopting automated testing, indies must ex-

plicitly plan for writing and maintaining those tests.

Recommendations: Automation

• Focus automation to key tasks that will maximize e�ectiveness

• Make automated testing knowledge more public and accessible

• Plan for the time and development power required to maintain auto-
mated testing

5.6 Tools

We have not found any major quantitative di�erences in sentiment between in-

dies and non-indies when it comes to the tools they use. However, the qualitative

results once again shows stark di�erences: indies primarily use free tools, many

of which are general-purpose tools not speci�c to games or testing. Conversely,
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non-indies use a large number of paid tools speci�cally developed to aid with test-

ing, planning, documentation, and tracking. The �rst-party tools that non-indies

develop to help with testing are more complex in their functionality and speci�c to

their goals, whereas indie �rst-party tools are more simple and broad in their use.

However, the complexity of non-indie �rst-party tools leads to scenarios where

they are improperly maintained over time and become ine�ective as a result.

Observations: Tools

• Indies primarily use free/open-source tools which are not necessarily
made for games or testing

• Improper maintenance of tools can lead to them becoming ine�ective

Indies should select tools that will remove obstacles to development and help

them achieve their goals. Similar to our recommendations for automation, this

means addressing the most common, critical, repetitive, or tiresome tasks with

proper tooling. Tools can also help enforce standardization, such as with test out-

puts, and help track or visualize data as well. Debugging tools and game state

editors, for example, can help make testing much faster by setting up the environ-

ment conditions testers want to replicate with simple commands as opposed to

going through a series of manual time-consuming steps or playing through irrel-

evant portions of the game to reach a certain spot. Similar to automated testing,

tools must be updated along with the game in order for them to remain useful.

Recommendations: Tools

• Use tools to address the most common, critical, repetitive, or tiresome
tasks

• Debug tools and game state editors can save time

• Allocate time to tools upkeep
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5.7 Culture

Non-indies have the most concerns about culture and treatment of QA. They de-

scribe nightmare projects with an excess of overtime that lead to burnout, being

laid o� en masse upon project completion, and QA personnel who are treated as

inferior to the rest of the development team. Indies do not report experiencing the

same level of workplace toxicity, most likely due to QA generally being an added

responsibility to existing primary roles instead of a dedicated position. Still, they

are also a�ected, since, as respondents described in the qualitative answers, the

poor treatment and opinion of QA work in the industry at large leads to QA feel-

ing alienated, fewer people learning QA methodologies, and less interest in QA as

a career option, all of which also negatively impacts indie development. The poor

treatment of QA in non-indie games also harms indie developers by damaging the

overall state of testing for games.

Observations: Culture

• QA are treated as inferior to the rest of the team or not considered game
developers

• QA are frequently overworked and underpaid

• QA input on non-testing matters are often dismissed

Finally, culture is a major issue in the game industry that has been receiving

more public focus recently, especially the exploitation of game workers and toxic

development practices such as forced crunch. While the indies we surveyed gener-

ally do not have dedicated QA positions, they can still be part of the conversation

for better working conditions and worker treatment in the industry. We believe

that better treatment of QA—including recognizing them as game developers who

have equal standing on the team, better pay, more career progression options, and

integration into more of the development process—will lead to improved testing

outcomes, higher quality games, and more ethical development practices.
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Recommendations: Culture

• Treat QA as equal members of the team

• Pay QA better and give opportunities for career progression

• Integrate QA into the full development process from design to imple-
mentation

5.8 Research Questions

5.8.1 What are the most signi�cant di�erences in game test-
ing between indie and non-indie developers?

The most signi�cant di�erences in game testing that we �nd between indie and

non-indie developers are that indie developers have access to fewer resources, do

not have clear testing goals and plans for features or the overall project, and do not

use as much automated testing compared to non-indies. The majority of testing

for indie games is done by team members who have other primary roles and not

dedicated QA personnel, and indies feel that they need more testers and better

tools for their project needs.

5.8.2 How much automated testing do indie developers use
compared to non-indie developers, and what are the
biggest pain points for automation?

Indie developers use almost exclusively manual testing with very little reliance on

automation, whereas non-indies use slightly more manual than automated testing

overall with some non-indie projects using automation for the majority of their

tests. The biggest pain points for indies is a lack of knowledge of automated test-

ing, a lack of accessible or compatible automation tools, and uncertainty about

investing time into learning and creating automated tests. Non-indies face di�-

culties with contradicting priorities taking time away from automation, and warn

against using automation without enough time or resources dedicated to main-

taining them.
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5.8.3 Where should indie developers focus their testing ef-
forts and allocate their testing resources to maximize
their return on investment?

We do not have enough detailed information in our responses to �nd answers

to this research question. Instead, we address a similar question: How can indie

developers improve their approach to testing to maximize their return on investment?

We recommend that indie developers �rst focus on de�ning clear testing goals.

The more speci�c and de�ned the goals, the easier it is to test for them and obtain

actionable results. Indies should keep current about testing methodologies and

tools, including automation, and share their experiences and learnings with others.

Without knowing the state of the practice, they cannot select the right tools for the

job and may be missing out on more e�ective or e�cient solutions. A key activity

for increasing productivity is identifying the most critical tests and making them

as frictionless as possible. Finding or creating tooling around these critical tests,

such as automating the most frequently-run or time-consuming tests, frees up

valuable developer time.

We also recommend that indies set a regular recurring schedule for testing in-

stead of relying on ad-hoc practices. By making testing a routine activity, they can

be more thorough and systematic about their testing tasks and coverage, and im-

prove expectations and transparency around the QA process. Indies should also

be careful to test in a way such that the results are not subjective and open to

interpretation. Some subjectivity is impossible to avoid, especially in matters of

user experience and player enjoyment, but results should generally be bounded

and measurable to be actionable. Using mock tests or outputs to trial how those

results will be used to e�ect change on the project can help illustrate misconcep-

tions or gaps in the process. Objective results can also help them to track and

visualize key metrics over the course of the project, which can be used to demon-

strate development progress and game health.

Although these recommendations sound simple and straightforward to imple-

ment, indies’ constraints make it di�cult for them to allocate time to additional

tasks such as researching the state of software testing practices or adding respon-
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sibilities such as planning a testing schedule and evaluating it for coverage. While

most people think of game development as being comprised of developers, design-

ers, and creatives, there exists a large number of additional functions to be per-

formed for a game studio. These functions include business planning, accounting,

hiring, community management, training, advertising, networking, fundraising,

project management, and more [58], [101]. While many non-indies have the ca-

pability to hire specialized personnel for these tasks, indies are forced to juggle

them on top of their primary roles, leaving precious little time or energy for more

work. The International Game Developers Association reports that 62% of game

developers surveyed had a university or postgraduate degree, indicating that a

sizeable proportion have not completed a degree. A lack of formal education may

explain why some indies lack knowledge of software testing methodologies and

development practices. We believe that o�ering indies our recommendations, the

rationale for why these recommendations are important, and examples of how de-

velopment and testing are done at other studios help to �ll gaps in their knowledge

and understanding.

5.9 Limitations and Threats to Validity

Our survey collected 22 game project entries from 19 respondents that were di-

vided into two datasets of 11 games each. This sample size is relatively low, but

is within acceptable boundaries for the Mann-Whitney U-tests and re�exive the-

matic analysis that we conducted. Our respondents also covered a broad range of

industry experiences, with varying experiences in roles and project types. While

we did not have much representation for developers with AA experience, the orga-

nization of our data into indie and non-indie groups obviated the need for a third

category.

The respondents for our survey were self-selected from social media and on-

line game development communities. They had a median of 6 years’ experience in

game development, and the majority of respondents were from Canada or between

25–34 years old. This may re�ect our recruitment methods with younger demo-
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graphics more likely to respond to online recruitment and Canadians more likely

to see our posts. These �ndings therefore may not be generalizable to populations

outside of this group.

Our survey was long with a minimum of 83 questions answered per respondent

with a completion rate of 23% and an average completion time of 48 minutes for

responses accepted into our �nal dataset. The length of our survey may have led

to respondent fatigue, resulting in reduced attention and motivation in answering

questions. We did not see evidence of a decrease in the quality of answers toward

the latter end of the survey, such as straight-line answers on Likert-like responses

or short, vague responses in open-ended text responses.

We used Likert-like prompts extensively in our survey. These instruments are

susceptible to central tendency bias, or the likelihood of selecting more neutral

choices than extremes, but we found most of our responses to be skewed toward

one of the extremes. They can also show acquiescence bias, which is the ten-

dency for respondents to simply agree with the prompt; we phrased our prompts

in di�erent ways to avoid this. For example, the two prompts “We primarily used

testing tools we developed in-house” and “We primarily used third-party testing

tools” would be in con�ict if a respondent simply agreed with all prompts. We also

randomized the order of rows for each set of Likert-like prompts.

For our project-based responses, we asked participants to answer based on

their experiences on a completed commercial product. Respondents may be more

likely to remember or report certain types of experiences than others, and their

memory or sentiment regarding the process may have changed since that time.

5.10 Summary

We synthesized our quantitative and qualitative �ndings from Chapter 4 to o�er

recommendations for improving quality assurance for resource-constrained game

developers in each major category of testing we identi�ed. We returned to our

research questions in light of our �ndings and recommendations. We talked about

the most signi�cant di�erences between and non-indie testing, di�erences in au-
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tomation usage and major pain points, and suggestions for indie testing to maxi-

mize their resources. Finally, we wrapped up the chapter with a discussion about

the limitations and potential threats to validity of this thesis.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

In this chapter, we give an overview of the thesis, summarize our contributions,

and examine potential future work arising from this research.

The contributions of this thesis are a review of the state of testing in the game

industry, an online survey that we deployed to learn about quality assurance prac-

tices, goals, and needs for games, and the �ndings and recommendations from our

survey for improving testing for indie games. We were motivated by the growth

and popularity of the video game industry and its importance to entertainment,

culture, and art to examine the state of testing for games as a method of improv-

ing game quality and decreasing development costs. We focused on commercial

indie game development in particular, because indie games represent the majority

of games released each year. However, indie developers are constrained by their

limited resources in comparison to large studios releasing blockbuster games. In

Chapter 2, we presented an overview of the state of the industry, common testing

terms and practices, and a literature review of game development, testing method-

ologies, bugs in games, and automated testing.

To �nd out about game developers’ practices, goals, and needs for quality as-

surance, and to compare how indies and non-indies performed testing for their

games, we created an online survey. We discussed how we piloted this survey in

Chapter ??; we explained the rationale behind its organization and questions, the

pilot participants we recruited, and the feedback we received from them. We used

that feedback to improve our survey before deploying it online and recruiting par-

ticipants. In Chapter 3, we detailed the changes we made, how we recruited partic-
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ipants, and our methodology for performing quantitative and qualitative analyses

on the data we received. The major analyses we used were Mann-Whitney U-tests

for Likert-like responses and re�exive thematic analysis for open-ended answers.

We presented our results in Chapter 4. The respondent demographics showed a

variety of experiences spread out across various positions, project types, and skills,

and the projects described had an even split of indie and non-indie games. We

found 14 di�erences in medians that indicated a shift in overall opinion between

the groups and conducted Mann-Whitney U-tests to discover which prompts had

statistically signi�cant di�erences in the distributions of their responses. We re-

viewed the nine prompts identi�ed by the signi�cance tests and reported their

common language e�ect size. These �ndings showed that indies had less clarity in

goals and planning, had less resources than they felt they needed, and did not use

test results to validate internal targets or visualize key metrics over time. Our qual-

itative analysis gave additional context to the quantitative results and con�rmed

that indies had a lack of goals and planning, a primarily ad-hoc and exploratory

approach to testing, and an overall lack of suitable tools and automation. We also

found that respondents were frustrated with crunch and the treatment of QA in

the game industry and discussed the culture and management issues they raised.

In Chapter 5, we combined our results from the quantitative and qualitative

analyses to present our key �ndings and recommendations for goals and plan-

ning, testing procedures and timing, resources, results and outputs, automation,

tools, and culture. Our recommendations for resource-constrained developers in-

cluded having more clearly de�ned goals and actionable plans, testing on a regular

schedule for important tests, creating standardized test results and reports, and ad-

dressing the most common, critical, repetitive, or tedious tasks using automation

and tools. Finally, we returned to our research questions and highlighted from the

responses the most signi�cant di�erences in game testing between the groups,

the di�erences and pain points for automated testing speci�cally, and how indie

developers can improve their testing approach and procedures.

We see this work as being an initial exploration into the di�erences between

indie and non-indie game development and testing with ample avenues for fur-
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ther research. Replicating this study with more participants would be bene�cial

for con�rming our �ndings and avoiding undue e�ects from a small sample size.

We also see value in performing a similar study as a series of semi-structured inter-

views, as opposed to open-ended text responses on an online survey, to gain richer

and more speci�c information from respondents and to clarify terminology that

may have con�icting meanings. Due to the format of our survey, we were unable

to follow up with respondents or dig deeper into salient points that were raised.

We also think it would be worthwhile to compare practices between di�erent indie

studios, instead of comparing them against non-indies, due to the extreme vari-

ance that can exist within indies and the sometimes-massive gap between indie

and AAA studios.

In conclusion, this thesis illustrates the need for more focused research in game

development quality assurance practices. Indie developers’ goals and processes for

testing di�er from non-indies in critical ways, and they do not have access to the

same methods and tools to achieve similar goals. We believe that improving indie

testing knowledge and practices (along with improving the treatment of QA) will

lead to better games for less development cost, empower indie creators in their

craft, and raise the standard of quality for the game industry overall.
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Appendix A

Pilot Survey Questions

A.1 Respondent Information

A.1.1 Information and Consent

Participants were shown the information, contact, and consent sheet for this sur-

vey along with a link to download a PDF copy for their records.

(PQ1) Do you consent to participate in this survey? Yes/No

A.1.2 Eligibility

(PQ2) Do you have at least two years’ experience in commercial game development

in the past 10 years? Yes/No

(PQ3) Have you worked for at least one year on a game that has been commercially

released? Yes/No

A.1.3 Demographics

(PQ4) How many years have you been active in the games industry? Decimal text

input between 0–100

(PQ5) Which of the following roles have you previously held in the games industry?

Select: Developer, Programmer, and/or Engineer; Quality Assurance and/or

Game Tester; Team Lead, Producer, and/or Project Manager; Game Designer,

Level Designer, Gameplay Designer, and/or Product Owner
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(PQ6) How many years of indie game development experience do you have, in the

past 10 years? Integer input between 0–10

(PQ7) How many years of AA game development experience do you have, in the past

10 years? Integer input between 0–10

(PQ8) How many years of AAA game development experience do you have, in the

past 10 years? Integer input between 0–10

A.2 Project-Based Responses
Project Information

(PQ9) Please enter a nickname for the project you have chosen. This is used purely for

reference purposes and does not have to be the actual name of the game. Text

response

(PQ10) How would you classify the project? Indie Game, AA Game, AAA Game

(PQ11) What was your primary role on the project? Select: Developer, Programmer,

and/or Engineer; Quality Assurance and/or Game Tester; Team Lead, Pro-

ducer, and/or Project Manager; Game Designer, Level Designer, Gameplay

Designer, and/or Product Owner

(PQ12) What were your other roles on the project, if any? Multi-Select: Developer,

Programmer, and/or Engineer; Quality Assurance and/or Game Tester; Team

Lead, Producer, and/or Project Manager; Game Designer, Level Designer,

Gameplay Designer, and/or Product Owner

(PQ13) What engine did you use for the project? Text response

(PQ14) How long were you working on this project? 1 year or less; 2-3 years; Over 3

years

(PQ15) What was the size of the team for this project? 1–49; 50–99; 100–499; 500 or

more
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(PQ16) What was the approximate budget for this project? Unknown; Under $1M

USD; $1M–$10M USD; Over $10M USD

(PQ17) Did you have a publisher for this project? Yes, we had a publisher who pro-

vided marketing support; Yes, we had a publisher, but they did not provide

marketing support; No, we did not have a publisher

(PQ18) How long was this project in development? 1 year or less; 2–3 years; Over 3

years

Test Performance

(PQ19) Please describe how testing was performed on [this project]. What steps were

taken by testing, by whom, and when? Open-ended text response

Respondents rated their agreement with the following prompts on a �ve-point

Likert-like scale: Strongly Disagree, Somewhat Disagree, Neither Agree Nor Dis-

agree, Somewhat Agree, Strongly Agree. They could also select an "N/A" option if

the prompt was not applicable to their experience.

(PQ20-a) We primarily used testing tools that we developed in-house

(PQ20-b) We primarily used third-party testing tools

(PQ20-c) Team members were able to give actionable input and feedback to the testing

process

(PQ20-d) The majority of testing was done by a dedicated quality assurance team

(PQ20-e) We routinely ran unit tests on this project

(PQ20-f) We routinely ran regression tests on this project

(PQ20-g) We routinely ran integration tests on this project

(PQ20-h) We routinely ran smoke tests on this project
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Test Planning

(PQ21) Please describe the test planning process for [this project]. How were test plans

made, by whom, and when? Open-ended text response

Likert-like agreement rating prompts:

(PQ22-a) The testing process was well documented and openly available to the team

(PQ22-b) The testing process followed the testing plan in most cases without requiring

ad-hoc changes

(PQ22-c) At any given point during development, I had a good idea of the current testing

plan including tools, priorities, and schedule

(PQ22-d) Each major feature for development had a testing or validation plan prior to

implementation

(PQ22-e) There were no concrete testing plans or priorities for the majority of this project

(PQ22-f) Test plans and priorities were primarily set by developers

(PQ22-g) Test plans and priorities were primarily set by quality assurance personnel

(PQ22-h) Test plans and priorities were primary set by supervisors or leads

(PQ22-i) Test plans or priorities were primarily set by the producer, game director, or

senior management

Testing Goals

(PQ23) Please describe the goals of testing that you and your team had on [this project].

What were you testing for, and how did your testing process accomplish that

goal (or fall short)? Open-ended text response

Likert-like agreement rating prompts:

(PQ24-a) We routinely performed testing for game mechanics (e.g. game rules, balance

between features, overall content design)
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(PQ24-b) We routinely performed testing for technical aspects of the game (e.g. function-

ality, stability)

(PQ24-c) We routinely performed testing for user experience (e.g. fun factor, user impres-

sion, satisfaction)

(PQ24-d) The results of testing were often subjective and open to interpretation

Test Automation

(PQ25) Please describe the degree of manual and automated testing that you experi-

enced on [this project], including whether there were speci�c areas that were

prioritized for testing manually or with automation.

Likert-like agreement rating prompts:

(PQ26-a) We used more manual testing than automated testing

(PQ26-b) Wehad personnel dedicated to writing scripted or automated tests on this project

(PQ26-c) The automated testing tools that we used required frequent adjustments as the

project progressed

(PQ26-d) Manual testing yielded more actionable results than automated testing

(PQ26-e) Automated testing yielded more actionable results than manual testing

(PQ26-f) Manual testing yielded results that could not be determined through automated

testing

(PQ26-g) Automated testing yielded results that could not be determined throughmanual

testing

(PQ26-h) Automated testing is important for game development

(PQ26-i) I am happy with the proportion of automated testing to manual testing that

was done for this project

(PQ26-j) Automated testing was a source of frustration on this project
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Testing Tools

(PQ27) Please list the tools you used for testing on [this project], whether they were

used in a certain order, as well as what you perceived as the major bene�ts

and drawbacks to each one (with consideration for functionality and usability).

Open-ended text response

Likert-like agreement rating prompts:

(PQ28-a) The tools that we used for testing were developed speci�cally for games

(PQ28-b) The tools that we used for testing were intuitive and easy to use

(PQ28-c) The tools that we used for testing were well-suited to our testing goals

(PQ28-d) The output from testing was easy to read and understand

(PQ28-e) The tools that we used for testing complemented each other well

(PQ28-f) There was a structured approach to testing that was repeated throughout the

project

Test Results

(PQ29) Please describe the format, readability, and usability of the testing output, and

how the testing results and output were used by the [project] team. Open-ended

text response

Likert-like agreement rating prompts:

(PQ30-a) The results of testing were used to form actionable plans to address the results

(PQ30-b) The results of testing could cause major changes to the game’s design

(PQ30-c) The results of testing were used to validate internal targets

(PQ30-d) The results of testing were primarily used by the testing or development team

(PQ30-e) The results of testing were used primarily by leads and managers

(PQ30-f) The results of testingweremonitored or visualized over time and used asmetrics
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Testing Resources

(PQ31) Please describe your understanding of the allocation of resources for testing

on [this project]. What resources were allocated to testing (human resources,

funding, time allotment, hardware, etc.) and how? Open-ended text answer

Likert-like agreement rating prompts:

(PQ32-a) We had su�cient testing resources overall to support this project

(PQ32-b) We had su�cient testing/QA personnel dedicated to this project

(PQ32-c) We had su�cient test automation for this project

(PQ32-d) We had appropriate testing tools given the project and its testing goals

(PQ32-e) The team requested additional testing resources during the project

(PQ32-f) Testing was primarily contracted to an outside �rm

(PQ32-g) Testing was primarily performed internally on the team

(PQ32-h) Testing was done primarily by team members who had other primary tasks,

such as developer or designer

(PQ32-i) Testers were integrated with the development team and had regular direct ac-

cess to developers

Additional Information

(PQ33) Would you like to add any additional details about [this project]? Optional

open-ended text response

(PQ34) Would you like to discuss another game project that you worked on for at least

one year? If you select "yes", you will be asked the same set of questions about

another project. Yes/No

(PQ35-PQ60) Optional Second Project-Based Response Set

(PQ61-PQ85) Optional Third Project-Based Response Set
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Appendix B

Game Testing Survey Questions

B.1 Respondent Information

B.1.1 Information and Consent

Participants were shown the information, contact, and consent sheet for this sur-

vey along with a link to download a PDF copy for their records.

(Q1) Do you consent to participate in this survey? Yes/No

B.1.2 Eligibility

(Q2) Do you have at least two years’ experience in commercial game development

in the past 10 years? Yes/No

(Q3) Have you worked for at least one year on a game that has been commercially

released? Yes/No

B.1.3 Demographics

(Q4) How many years have you been active in the games industry? Decimal text

input between 0–100

(Q5) Which of the following roles have you previously held in the games industry?

Select: Developer, Programmer, and/or Engineer; Quality Assurance and/or

Game Tester; Team Lead, Producer, and/or Project Manager; Game Designer,

Level Designer, Gameplay Designer, and/or Product Owner; Other (specify)
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(Q6) How many years of indie game development experience do you have, in the

past 10 years? Integer input between 0–10

(Q7) How many years of AA game development experience do you have, in the past

10 years? Integer input between 0–10

(Q8) How many years of AAA game development experience do you have, in the

past 10 years? Integer input between 0–10

(Q9) What is your age range? Under 18; 19–24; 25–34; 35–44; 45–54; 55–65; 65+

(Q10) What country do you currently reside in? Text response

B.2 Project-Based Responses
Project Information

(Q11) Please enter a nickname for the project you have chosen. This is used purely for

reference purposes and does not have to be the actual name of the game. Text

response

(Q12) How would you classify the project? Indie Game, AA Game, AAA Game

(Q13) What was your primary role on the project? Select: Developer, Programmer,

and/or Engineer; Quality Assurance and/or Game Tester; Team Lead, Pro-

ducer, and/or Project Manager; Game Designer, Level Designer, Gameplay

Designer, and/or Product Owner; Other (specify)

(Q14) What were your other roles on the project, if any? Multi-Select: Developer,

Programmer, and/or Engineer; Quality Assurance and/or Game Tester; Team

Lead, Producer, and/or Project Manager; Game Designer, Level Designer,

Gameplay Designer, and/or Product Owner; Other (specify)

(Q15) What engine did you use for the project? If it was a proprietary engine that

you do not want to identify due to privacy reasons, please enter"Proprietary".

Text response
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(Q16) How long were you working on this project? 1 year or less; 2–3 years; Over 3

years

(Q17) What was the size of the team for this project? 1–49; 50–99; 100–499; 500 or

more

(Q18) What was the approximate budget for this project? Unknown; Under $1M

USD; $1M–$10M USD; Over $10M USD

(Q19) Did you have a publisher for this project? Yes, we had a publisher who pro-

vided marketing support; Yes, we had a publisher, but they did not provide

marketing support; No, we did not have a publisher

(Q20) How long was this project in development? 1 year or less; 2–3 years; Over 3

years

Test Performance

(Q21) Please describe how testing was performed on [this project]. What steps were

taken by testing, by whom, and when? Please be as speci�c and detailed as pos-

sible without compromising privacy and anonymity; you can always obscure

details as required if you feel they would be too identifying. Open-ended text

response

For the following prompts, please use these definitions of different types of tests:

• Unit Test: A speci�c test of one aspect or functionality of a class, with a narrow

and de�ned scope. External functionalities and dependencies are mocked out.

• Integration Test: A test to ensure the proper interoperability of separate systems.

• Smoke Test: Sanity check test that ensures the system does not malfunction

under testing and returns normally.

• Regression Test: A test to ensure previously-patched bugs do not resurface.
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Respondents rated their agreement with the following prompts on a �ve-point

Likert-like scale: Strongly Disagree, Somewhat Disagree, Neither Agree Nor Dis-

agree, Somewhat Agree, Strongly Agree. They could also select an "N/A" option if

the prompt was not applicable to their experience.

(Q22-a) We primarily used testing tools that we developed in-house

(Q22-b) We primarily used third-party testing tools

(Q22-c) Team members were able to give actionable input and feedback to the testing

process

(Q22-d) The majority of testing was done by a dedicated quality assurance team

(Q22-e) We routinely ran unit tests on this project

(Q22-f) We routinely ran regression tests on this project

(Q22-g) We routinely ran integration tests on this project

(Q22-h) We routinely ran smoke tests on this project

Test Planning

(Q23) Please describe the test planning process for [this project]. How were test plans

made, by whom, and when? Please be as speci�c and detailed as possible with-

out compromising privacy and anonymity; you can always obscure details as

required if you feel they would be too identifying. Open-ended text response

Likert-like agreement rating prompts:

(Q24-a) The testing process was well documented and openly available to the team

(Q24-b) The testing process followed the testing plan in most cases without requiring

ad-hoc changes

(Q24-c) At any given point during development, I had a good idea of the current testing

plan including tools, priorities, and schedule
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(Q24-d) Each major feature for development had a testing or validation plan prior to

implementation

(Q24-e) There were no concrete testing plans or priorities for the majority of this project

(Q24-f) Test plans and priorities were primarily set by developers

(Q24-g) Test plans and priorities were primarily set by quality assurance personnel

(Q24-h) Test plans and priorities were primary set by supervisors or leads

(Q24-i) Test plans or priorities were primarily set by the producer, game director, or

senior management

Testing Goals

(Q25) Please describe the goals of testing that you and your team had on [this project].

What were you testing for, and how did your testing process accomplish that

goal (or fall short)? Please be as speci�c and detailed as possible without com-

promising privacy and anonymity; you can always obscure details as required

if you feel they would be too identifying. Open-ended text response

Likert-like agreement rating prompts:

(Q26-a) We routinely performed testing for game mechanics (e.g. game rules, balance

between features, overall content design)

(Q26-b) We routinely performed testing for technical aspects of the game (e.g. function-

ality, stability)

(Q26-c) We routinely performed testing for user experience (e.g. fun factor, user impres-

sion, satisfaction)

(Q26-d) The results of testing were often subjective and open to interpretation
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Test Automation

(Q27) Please describe the degree of manual and automated testing that you experi-

enced on [this project], including whether there were speci�c areas that were

prioritized for testing manually or with automation. Please be as speci�c and

detailed as possible without compromising privacy and anonymity; you can

always obscure details as required if you feel they would be too identifying.

Likert-like agreement rating prompts:

(Q28-a) We used more manual testing than automated testing

(Q28-b) Wehad personnel dedicated to writing scripted or automated tests on this project

(Q28-c) The automated testing tools that we used required frequent adjustments as the

project progressed

(Q28-d) Manual testing yielded more actionable results than automated testing

(Q28-e) Automated testing yielded more actionable results than manual testing

(Q28-f) Manual testing yielded results that could not be determined through automated

testing

(Q28-g) Automated testing yielded results that could not be determined throughmanual

testing

(Q28-h) Automated testing is important for game development

(Q28-i) I am happy with the proportion of automated testing to manual testing that

was done for this project

(Q28-j) Automated testing was a source of frustration on this project

Testing Tools

(Q29) Please list the tools you used for testing on [this project], whether they were

used in a certain order, as well as what you perceived as the major bene�ts

and drawbacks to each one (with consideration for functionality and usability).
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Please be as speci�c and detailed as possible without compromising privacy and

anonymity; you can always obscure details as required if you feel they would

be too identifying. Open-ended text response

Likert-like agreement rating prompts:

(Q30-a) The tools that we used for testing were developed speci�cally for games

(Q30-b) The tools that we used for testing were intuitive and easy to use

(Q30-c) The tools that we used for testing were well-suited to our testing goals

(Q30-d) The output from testing was easy to read and understand

(Q30-e) The tools that we used for testing complemented each other well

(Q30-f) There was a structured approach to testing that was repeated throughout the

project

Test Results

(Q31) Please describe the format, readability, and usability of the testing output, and

how the testing results and output were used by the [project] team. Open-ended

text response

Likert-like agreement rating prompts:

(Q32-a) The results of testing were used to form actionable plans to address the results

(Q32-b) The results of testing could cause major changes to the game’s design

(Q32-c) The results of testing were used to validate internal targets

(Q32-d) The results of testing were primarily used by the testing or development team

(Q32-e) The results of testing were used primarily by leads and managers

(Q32-f) The results of testingweremonitored or visualized over time and used asmetrics
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Testing Resources

(Q33) Please describe your understanding of the allocation of resources for testing

on [this project]. What resources were allocated to testing (human resources,

funding, time allotment, hardware, etc.) and how? Open-ended text answer

Likert-like agreement rating prompts:

(Q34-a) We had su�cient testing resources overall to support this project

(Q34-b) We had su�cient testing/QA personnel dedicated to this project

(Q34-c) We had su�cient test automation for this project

(Q34-d) We had appropriate testing tools given the project and its testing goals

(Q34-e) The team requested additional testing resources during the project

(Q34-f) Testing was primarily contracted to an outside �rm

(Q34-g) Testing was primarily performed internally on the team

(Q34-h) Testing was done primarily by team members who had other primary tasks,

such as developer or designer

(Q34-i) Testers were integrated with the development team and had regular direct ac-

cess to developers

Additional Information

(Q35) Would you like to add any additional details about [this project]? Optional

open-ended text response

(Q36) Would you like to discuss another game project that you worked on for at least

one year? If you select "yes", you will be asked the same set of questions about

another project. Yes/No

(Q37-Q62) Optional Second Project-Based Response Set

(Q63-Q87) Optional Third Project-Based Response Set
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B.3 General Testing

For the questions on this page, "testing" can be anything to do with the test-

ing process, including requirements, processes, UX, results, documentation, etc.

Please be as speci�c and detailed as possible without compromising privacy and

anonymity; you can always obscure details as required if you feel they would

be too identifying.

(Q88) What has made testing easier or faster for you in the past?

(Q89) What are the biggest pain points you have encountered with testing?

(Q90) What changes would you make or like to see in testing for games?
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Appendix C

Respondents’ Demographic
Information

Table C.1: Respondents’ demographic information

ID
Years in

Gamedev Roles Years of
Indie Exp

Years of
AA Exp

Years of
AAA Exp Age Country

R1 4 Dev; Designer 2 1 1 35–44 Canada

R2 4 QA; Designer 2 1 1 25–34 Canada

R3 16 QA; Lead/Manager 0 0 10 35–44 Canada

R4 10 Dev; QA; Designer 10 0 0 35–44 Canada

R5 10 Dev; Lead; Designer 10 0 0 35–44 Canada

R6 4 QA; Lead/Manager 2 0 2 25–34 United Kingdom

R7 15 QA; Lead/Manager 0 0 10 35–44 Netherlands

R8 6 Dev; Designer 6 0 0 25–34 Canada

R9 3.75 QA; Lead/Manager 1 0 3 25–34 United States

R10 6 Dev; QA; Lead/Manager;
Designer 6 0 0 25–34 Canada

R11 9 QA 3 3 3 25–34 Canada

R12 13 QA; Lead/Manager; LiveOps
Release/Program Manager 0 1 9 35–44 Canada

R13 3 Designer 2 1 0 25–34 Canada

R14 11 Dev; Lead/Manager;
Engineering Manager 3 0 7 25–34 United States

R15 6 Dev; QA; Lead/Manager;
Designer; Business/Marketing 6 0 0 25–34 Canada

R16 5 QA; Designer 5 2 0 25–34 United States

R17 1 UX Researcher 0 1 0 25–34 Canada

R18 2 Lead/Manager; Designer 2 0 0 25–34 United States

R19 10 Lead/Manager; Designer 6 0 4 25–34 Canada
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Appendix D

Project Information

Table D.1: Project-based information for game submissions
ID Type Game

Engine
Team
Size Budget Publisher Project

Duration Participant Role Participant
on Project

G1-I Indie Proprietary 1–49 < $1M Yes, without marketing > 3 years Designer; Dev 2–3 years

G2-N AAA Frostbite 100–499 > $10M Yes, with marketing 3 years QA 1 year

G3-N AAA Unreal 50–99 > $10M Yes, with marketing 2–3 years Lead/Manager; QA 2–3 years

G4-I Indie Proprietary 1–49 < $1M Yes, with marketing > 3 years Designer; Dev; QA > 3 years

G5-I Indie Unity 1–49 < $1M No < 1 year Lead/Manager; Dev; QA;
Designer 1 year

G6-N AAA Unreal 100–499 > $10M Yes, with marketing > 3 years QA 2–3 years

G7-N AAA Proprietary 100–499 > $10M Yes, with marketing > 3 years Lead/Manager > 3 years

G8-I Indie Unity 1–49 < $1M No > 3 years Dev; Designer 2–3 years

G9-I Indie Unity 1–49 < $1M No > 3 years Dev; Lead/Manager 2–3 years

G10-N AAA Proprietary > 500 > $10M Yes, with marketing > 3 years QA 2–3 years

G11-I Indie Unity 1–49 < $1M No < 1 year Dev; QA; Lead/Manager;
Designer 1 year

G12-N AAA Frostbite > 500 > $10M Yes, with marketing > 3 years QA 1 year

G13-N AAA Unreal 100–499 > $10M Yes, with marketing > 3 years Other:LiveOps Program/
Release Manager > 3 years

G14-N AA Unreal 100–499 $1M–$10M No 2–3 years Designer 1 year

G15-N AAA Unity 100–499 > $10M No > 3 years Dev; Lead/Manager 2–3 years

G16-I Indie Unity 1–49 < $1M No > 3 years Dev; QA; Lead/Manager; Designer;
Business/Marketing; Writer > 3 years

G17-I Indie Unity 1–49 < $1M No 2–3 years Designer; QA 2–3 years

G18-N AA Unreal 100–499 Unknown Yes, without marketing > 3 years UX Researcher 1 year

G19-I Indie Custom 1–49 < $1M Yes, with marketing 2–3 years Lead/Manager; Designer 1 year

G20-I Indie Unity 1–49 < $1M No > 3 years Lead/Manager; Designer;
Sound Designer > 3 years

G21-I AA Proprietary 1–49 $1–$10M No < 1 year Lead/Manager; Designer 1 year

G22-N AAA Unreal 100–499 > $10M Yes, without marketing > 3 years Designer; Dev > 3 years
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Appendix E

Distributions of Likert-like
responses per prompt

Figure E.1: Distributions of Likert-like responses per prompt
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Appendix F

Boxplots of Likert-like responses
per prompt

Figure F.1: Boxplots of Likert-like responses per prompt
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